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Glossary  
 

Term Definition 

AMS Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer, particle physics experiment in the International Space Station 
ANI National Innovation Agency (Agência Nacional de Inovação) 
ANIMEE Associação Portuguesa das Empresas do Sector Elétrico e Eletrónico 
APPEC Astroparticle Physics European Consortium 
AT Advanced Training 
ATLAS General-purpose experiment at the LHC 
Auger Pierre Auger Observatory, Argentina 
BIN Brain Imaging Network 
Biodata.pt Portuguese distributed e-infrastructure for biological data 
CBPF Brazilian Centre for Research in Physics (Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas Físicas) 
CEFITEC Centre for Physics and Technological Research, NOVA (Centro de Física e Investigação Tecnológica) 
CENTRA Centre for Astrophysics and Gravitation 
CERN European Laboratory for Particle Physics 
CFTC Centre for Theoretical and Computational Physics, FCUL (Centro de Física Teórica e Computacional) 
CFTP Centre for Theoretical Particle Physics, IST (Centro de Física Teórica de Partículas) 
CHUC Coimbra University Hospital Center (Centro Hospitalar e Universitário de Coimbra) 
COMPASS Common Muon and Proton Apparatus for Structure and spectroscopy, an experiment at CERN 
CMS Compact Muon Solenoid, a general-purpose experiment at the LHC 
CNAO National Centre for Oncological Hadrontherapy, Italy (Centro Nazionale Adroterapia Oncologica) 
CoastNet Portuguese Coastal Monitoring Network 
CP Charge Parity (symmetry) 
CPCA FCT Call for Advanced Computing Projects (2020) 
Copernicus Satellite-based European Union's Earth Observation Programme 
CTA Cherenkov Telescope Array 
CTN Nuclear Technology Campus, IST (Campus Tecnológico e Nuclear) 
CTTB Component Technology Test Bed 
DIAS Data and Information Access Services 
DUNE Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment, at Fermilab and SURF 
ECFA European Committee for Future Accelerators 
ECO Education, Communication and Outreach 
EEE Electronic and Electric Engineering 
EFACEC Portuguese company, operating in the energy and transportation sector 
EGI European Grid Infrastructure 
EGI-ACE European Open Science Cloud implementation project 
EOSC European Open Science Cloud 
ERC European Research Council 
ESA European Space Agency 
ESFRI European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures 
EUDAT-CDI European Collaborative Data Infrastructure 
EURATOM European Atomic Energy Community 
EUROCC H2020 EU project for HPC coordination 
EuroHPC European High Performance Computing Joint Undertaking 
EVOLEO Portuguese company, operating in the electronic engineering sector 
FAIR Principles for Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reuse of digital assets 
FAPESP Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa do Estado de São Paulo 
FCCN Fundação para a Computação Científica Nacional 
FCUL Faculdade de Ciências, Universidade de Lisboa 
FCT Foundation for Science and Technology, Portugal (Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia) 
Fermilab Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Illinois, USA 
GBIF Global Biodiversity Network 
GHIPOFG Portuguese Institute of Oncology (Grupo Hospitalar Instituto Português de Oncologia Francisco Gentil) 
GSI Helmholtz Centre for heavy ion research, in Darmstadt, Germany 
GSTP General Support Technology Programme, ESA 
H2020 Horizon 2020, EU Research and Innovation funding programme 
HADES Heavy ion collision experiment at GSI 
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HEP High Energy Physics (or Particle Physics) 
HiRezBrainPE Project for Brain imaging by high resolution PET (LIP participation) 
HL-LHC High-Luminosity LHC 
HPC High Performance Computing 
HTC High Throughput Computing 
Hyper-K Hyper-Kamiokande, planned neutrino physics experiment in Japan 
IBEB Institute for Biophysics and Biomedical Engineering, FCUL 
IBERGRID Iberian Computing Grid Infrastructure 
ICNAS Institute for Nuclear Sciences Applied to Health (Instituto de Ciências Nucleares Aplicadas à Saúde) 
IDPASC International Doctorate Network on Particle Physics, Astrophysics and Cosmology 
ILO Industrial Liaisons Officer 
INCD National Infrastructure for Distributed Computing (Infraestrutura Nacional de Computação Distribuída) 
INCoDe2030 National Initiative for Digital Competences, Portugal, (Iniciativa Nacional de Competências Digitais) 
INESC Institute for Systems and Computer Engineering (Instituto de Engenharia de Sistemas e Computadores) 
INFN Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (Italy) 
INTERFACE Portuguese government programme for KT and business innovation 
IPPOG International Particle Physics Outreach Collaboration 
IST Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa 
ICT Information and Communications Technology 
ITN Innovative Training Networks, a EU Marie Skłodowska-Curie action 
JUICE JUpiter ICy moons Explorer 
KT Knowledge Transfer 
LCRM Low-Cost Radiation Monitor 
LHC Large Hadron Collider, at CERN 
LIP Laboratory for Instrumentation and Particle Physics 
LNEC Laboratório Nacional de Engenharia Civil 
LUX Large Underground Xenon (dark matter) experiment, at SURF 
LZ Dark Matter experiment at SURF, merger of LUX and ZEPLIN experiments 
MACC Minho Advanced Computing Centre 
MARE Marine and Environmental Sciences Centre 
MarsREM Mars Radiation Environment Models 
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA 
MoU Memorandum of Understanding 
NOVA Universidade Nova de Lisboa 
NREN National Research and Educational Network 
O-PGI Orthogonal Prompt-Gamma Imaging 
PERIN Portugal-Europe R&I Network 
PET Positron Emission Tomography 
PIPS Portuguese Interplanetary Particle Surveyor, ESA contract for Mercury mission 
PORBIOTA Portuguese Infrastructure for Information and Research on Biodiversity 
ProtoDUNE Prototype of the DUNE detector, installed at CERN 
ProtoTera Association for Proton Therapy and Advanced Technologies for the Prevention and Treatment of Cancer 
PT Space Portuguese Space Agency 
RADEM RADiation hard Electron Monitor 
RICA Iberian Network for Advanced Computing (Rede Ibérica de Computação Avançada) 
RIS3 Research and Innovation Strategy for Smart Specialization 
RNCA National Network for Advanced Computing, Portugal (Rede Nacional de Computação Avançada) 
RPC Resistive Plate Chamber 
SNO(+) Sudbury Neutrino Observatory, at SNOLAB. SNO+ is the successor of SNO 
SNOLAB Underground science laboratory, Ontario, Canada 
SPAC Social Physics and Complexity 
SPF Portuguese Physics Society 
STEM Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
SURF Sanford Underground Research Facility, South Dakota, USA 
SWGO Southern Wide-field Gamma-ray Observatory 
ToF Time-of-Flight 
WLCG Worldwide LHC Computing Grid 

Table 1: Glossary 
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Executive summary 
 
The Laboratory of Instrumentation and Experimental Particle Physics (LIP) is the National reference institution              

for particle physics and associated technologies. It was founded in 1986 and it has been an Associate Laboratory                  
since 2001. LIP is the Portuguese reference partner of CERN and a partner of the European Space Agency and of                    
other international science and technology infrastructures. The laboratory is nationwide, with nodes in Lisbon,              
Coimbra and Braga, working in close collaboration with the local Universities. LIP brings together about 200                
members, including 88 PhD researchers, 39 technical and administrative staff, 32 PhD students and 40 MSc. LIP’s                 
research programme was rated ‘Excellent’ in FCT’s 2017/18 evaluation of all research units. LIP has direct links                 
with Scientific Infrastructures included in the National Roadmap: LIP is the technical coordinator of the National                
Distributed Computing Infrastructure (INCD); LIP is a founding member of ProtoTera; LIP is the main               
technological partner in several projects of the National Brain Imaging Network (BIN); LIP is committed to work                 
with the Portuguese Space Agency (PT Space), reinforcing its projects with ESA and with national and                
international industrial and academic entities.  

LIP is engaged to specific objectives that support public policies in the science, health, economy, social and                 
environmental sectors. In the last five years, LIP has made impactful contributions by developing excellent               
fundamental and applied research; attracting talent; bridging scientific knowledge and business innovation;            
developing diagnosis and therapy methods; focusing on science and technology culture and education, supporting              
the school community; promoting digital competences and technology accessibility towards social inclusion; and             
contributing to increase computing power and expertise in environment-related research and in the scientific              
community at large.  

In the coming years such public policy objectives will be pursued following a strategic plan addressing LIP’s                 
four thematic lines: 1) Particle and Astroparticle Physics; 2) Instrumentation, Healthcare and Space; 3) Computing               
and Information Technologies; 4) Science and Society. While the first three translate LIP’s scientific and               
technological competence areas into societal contributions, the fourth integrates and boosts the transversal efforts of               
the other lines towards societal challenges. This plan is supported by LIP structures: research infrastructures               
(detectors and electronics laboratories and workshops, computing infrastructures); Competence Centres (namely,           
Simulation and Big Data, as well as Monitoring and Control); Advanced Training and Education and Outreach                
groups; Knowledge transfer (KT) group. LIP represents Portugal in several international forums addressing links to               
society: CERN KT for medical applications, HEPTech, Teacher and Student forum, European Particle Physics              
Communication, International Particle Physics Outreach Group (co-chaired by LIP), and several European            
computing infrastructures and initiatives.  

LIP has presently 88 integrated PhD researchers, among which 12% are employed by LIP with open-ended                
contracts, 34% hold permanent positions at LIP’s partner Universities, 39% are on fixed-term contracts with LIP or                 
FCT and the remaining are mostly retired professors still active in research. LIP hired its first PhD researchers in                   
2004 with 12 researchers hired over four successive annual calls. Since 2007, financial constraints and science                
policy guidelines limited further calls for open-ended contracts to a single one. LIP has, however, proactively                
implemented all available measures aimed at protecting employment. Over the last 10 years, 7 LIP researchers                
obtained professor positions at universities. The present call provides a lever arm to renew the ambition of the first                   
years of this century. Our plan is designed in this spirit, with an asymptotic goal of having 30% of the PhD                     
researchers with open-ended contracts, 30% with permanent university positions, 30% with fixed-term contracts             
(junior researchers), and 10% of active retired professors and researchers. The expected number of integrated PhD                
researchers at LIP should increase to 109 (2025) and 134 (2030). The areas of expected faster growth are                  
theoretical physics, computing, health and space applications. The integration of new research groups enables LIP               
to profit from the complementarity of their fields of expertise, making the laboratory stronger and increasing its                 
capacity to face new and more demanding challenges. Large particle physics experiments are long duration, highly                
multidisciplinary projects, and require the expertise of physicists, engineers and technicians with diverse profiles.              
The same is true for the challenges posed by the application of particle physics technologies to other areas. In the                    
current plan 12 new open-ended contracts should be open in the next five years, with a total of 25 in the entire                      
10-year period. An increasing fraction of these contracts will be supported directly by LIP’s own resources (3 up to                   
2025, rising to 10 by 2030). Career progressions for the open-ended contracts should be a priority, evolving from                  
the present situation of 10 assistant researchers and 1 coordinating researcher, to 13 assistant, 7 principal and 3                  
coordinating researchers by 2025. The hiring and the career development plans, based on merit and involving                
periodic evaluation of all researchers, are set out in LIP’s Internal Regulation. All this requires LIP to keep the                   
good capability to attract top-quality PhD researchers demonstrated in recent years: four groups with large               
international components joined LIP; and 1/3 of the PhD researchers that individually joined LIP in the last decade                  
came from abroad. A dedicated strategy has been put in place involving the participation in international advanced                 
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training networks, the link to the innovation sector and the creation of grant opportunities through the dedicated                 
programmes where LIP has a leading participation.  

LIP has succeeded in creating an internationalized, and internationally relevant, Portuguese scientific            
community operating in the globalized environment of particle physics research and associated technology. LIP has               
been committed to ATLAS and CMS, the two main experiments at CERN’s LHC and reached leading positions in                  
both these collaborations of over 3000 physicists. Over the last 5 years, LIP researchers have also been particularly                  
active in the high-luminosity LHC upgrade programme, a complex and challenging programme with an overall               
budget of 1,408 M€. The MoU signed in 2019 by FCT concerns LIP’s contribution to the new phase of the LHC,                     
planned to start in 2027. The required R&D work involves a strong collaboration between LIP infrastructures, other                 
research units, and the Portuguese industry. The 2020 Update to the European Strategy for Particle Physics was                 
adopted unanimously by the CERN Council in June 2020. This ambitious document sets out a path for European                  
leadership in Particle Physics research, including the perspective of the construction of future collider facilities at                
CERN. LIP’s leading role in the Portuguese membership at CERN extends to assisting the Portuguese Government                
in the definition of the national research agenda for particle physics and related technologies. A strong focus of the                   
Portuguese participation in CERN is on Grid computing activities. LIP also participates in a significant number of                 
other international scientific infrastructures. Notably, its researchers have been involved in ESA projects since              
2001; in GSI since 2003; in SNOLAB since 2005, Pierre Auger Observatory since 2005; SURF since 2010;                 
Fermilab since 2018. Furthermore, LIP has a leading role as a founding member in the Southern Wide-field                 
Gamma-ray Observatory Collaboration. LIP also has a long-standing relationship with Brazil’s CBPF and             
FAPESP. 

The bulk of LIP’s budget has traditionally been connected to very long-term construction and exploitation of                
large-scale experiments, at CERN and elsewhere, requiring long-term planning and funding. EU funding             
mechanisms, with much shorter timescales, emerged later and have been instrumental at LIP to enable the growth                 
of large-scale computing infrastructures. These allowed addressing the huge requirements of LHC data processing,              
with the emergence of the LHC Computing Grid and now serve also other scientific communities worldwide, from                 
gene sequencing to coastal modeling. International funding at LIP significantly increased in the last decade. After                
the conclusion of some projects in 2015 it remained approximately stable until 2019 at the 10% level. Just over half                    
of this budget component comes from EU projects for computing and e-infrastructures, a fourth from ESA related                 
projects and a lower fraction from LIP’s participation in EU consortia, ITN networks, Marie Curie Fellowships and                 
other programs or contracts. A significant increase has happened in 2019/2020 and is already secured for 2021.                 
Such increase was due to new projects in the computing area, but also to a new focus on high-risk/high-return                   
funding mechanisms, such as ERC grants. The recent start of La Caixa Foundation programmes, a rare instance of                  
private funding open to all scientific areas, represented an opportunity LIP has approached by providing optimal                
hosting conditions for exceptional candidates. One of the La Caixa Junior Leadership grants was awarded last year                 
to be hosted at LIP. 

LIP has set the ambitious, yet realistic, goal of securing 20% of its budget from international sources by 2025                   
growing to approximately 30% by 2030. To this end, LIP’s Project Office has been reinforced to provide                 
researchers with support in the preparation of proposals for European and International calls and a new Project                 
Office Consulting Committee was created. LIP’s increasing involvement in R&D for Health provides a new               
window into EU and other international funding. LIP’s funding strategy expects to contribute to PERIN’s               
objectives of duplicating EU funding for R&D in Portugal in the 2021-2027 period. LIP’s activities address all                 
three Pillars and Widening participation and Strengthening the European Research Area programmes of Horizon              
Europe. 

The plan presented here aims at ensuring that the existing know-how and ability to attract talent are kept and                   
enhanced, guaranteeing that LIP has the means and the autonomy to fulfill, at the highest standards, the                 
international responsibilities in the experiments and networks Portugal is committed to, as well as increasing LIP’s                
activity, impact in society, and capability to attract funding from diversified sources. 
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A. Identification of the Associate Laboratory 
 
LIP, Laboratory of Instrumentation and Experimental Particle Physics, is the reference institution for             

experimental particle physics and associated technologies in Portugal. The laboratory is nation-wide, with nodes in               
Lisboa, Coimbra and Braga, working in close collaboration with the local universities. It has about 200 members,                 
including 88 PhD researchers, 39 technical and administrative staff, 32 PhD students and an average of 40 MSc                  
along the year. The associates of LIP are FCT, the Universities of Lisboa, Coimbra and Minho, Instituto Superior                  
Técnico (IST), the Faculty of Sciences of the University of Lisbon (FCUL) and the Electrical and Electronics                 
Business Association (ANIMEE). Under the supervision of FCT, LIP defines the national research agenda for               
experimental particle physics and the Portuguese participation at CERN and in other international scientific              
infrastructures. LIP is the Portuguese reference partner of CERN and also a partner of ESA, GSI in Germany,                  
SNOLAB in Canada, the Pierre Auger Observatory in Argentina, and Fermilab and the Sanford Underground               
Research Facility (SURF) in the USA. LIP was rated as ‘Excellent’ in the FCT 2017/2018 evaluation of all research                   
units. The three pillars of activity at LIP are:  

➤ Discovery through science  | LIP has a world-class fundamental research programme in particle and              
astroparticle physics; 

➤ Innovation through technology  | LIP is a key player in the application of particle physics technologies,                
namely in healthcare, space exploration, and communication and information technologies; 

➤ Knowledge sharing | LIP works to engage society in science, to inspire the younger generations, and to                 
address societal challenges through science. 

R&D activities at LIP have the support of LIP’s Research Infrastructures (precision mechanical workshop,              
detector laboratories, electronics laboratories and computing facilities), which also provide services to external             
entities, and of LIP’s Competence Centres, designed to be overarching structures creating a pool of knowledge that                 
eases R&D and fosters knowledge transfer into the non-academic sector. A more complete description of LIP’s                
organization and working structures can be found in section C below. 

 
A.I Description of the present career development strategy, categories and functions of PhD             
researchers 

 
LIP was founded in May 1986 to exploit the unique opportunities created by the country’s accession to CERN.                  

During the first decade, most researchers at LIP were professors developing their R&D work at LIP through                 
agreements with their universities, namely Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa and Universidade de              
Coimbra, which are Associates of LIP, but also with other Universities. While the number of PhD holders has                  
grown steadily, the number of University-hired researchers remained very low. A considerable number of              
researchers with post-doctoral grants became part of LIP’s core activities, which by the end of the century risked                  
creating a bottleneck situation.  

In 2001 LIP became an Associate Laboratory. The first PhD researchers of the Associate Laboratory were hired                 
in 2004, following an international call opened in 2003. In compliance with applicable regulations, an international                
selection board was nominated (for details on the selection procedure, see section C.II). Three more calls followed                 
until 2007, and 12 researchers have been hired at the LIP nodes of Lisboa (6 researchers) and Coimbra (6                   
researchers). Salary costs were covered by the Associate Laboratory funding.  
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Starting in 2007 the Associate Laboratory calls were replaced by different regimes in which FCT attributed                
five-year contracts to PhD researchers who would develop their work in specific research units, with models and                 
levels of participation of the research units in the selection procedure that varied over time — the so-called Ciência,                   
and later FCT Researcher positions. This latter model was kept, with variations, until recently. Since the first                 
FCT-Researcher call (in 2012) until the last already completed call (2018) there were 157 applications choosing                
LIP as host institution. In total, 18 applications were successful, 1/3 of these were coming from abroad. During this                   
period, only one more call for an open-ended contract could be opened directly by LIP. The contract was awarded                   
to a researcher holding a second consecutive FCT researcher contract.  

In 2016/2017, the Government determined that all researchers with post-doctoral grants for more than a certain                
number of years in a given research unit should be hired by the research unit with fixed-term contracts of six years                     
(the so-called ‘Norma Transitória’ of Decree-Law 57/2016, which defines the Portuguese Scientific Employment             
Programme). At LIP, this measure was readily implemented and 12 PhD researchers were hired. Post-doctoral               
grants are now awarded only to researchers who completed their PhD not more than 3 years earlier. After that,                   
young PhD researchers can only be hired under fixed-term contracts funded by research projects. 

In the last 10 years, 7 LIP researchers (with both fixed-term and open-ended contracts) obtained professor                
positions at universities (5 Assistant and 2 Associate) while continuing to develop their research at LIP, 9                 
fixed-term researchers moved to industry, and 6 to academic positions in other countries. At present 12% of the                  
PhD researchers at LIP are hired by the Associate Laboratory with open-ended contracts, 34% are employed by                 
universities and 39% have fixed-term contracts. The remaining are mostly retired professors still active in research.                
Many of the researchers with LIP contracts, both open-ended and fixed term, are today leading research groups or                  
funded research projects at LIP, and have leading responsibilities in international collaborations, networks and              
experiments in which Portugal participates. More than 20 of them also contribute to teaching as invited professors                 
at LIP’s associated universities. The researchers hired by LIP are, thus, an important part of the laboratory’s                 
backbone, as group or subgroup leaders, senior researchers in different LIP research lines, graduate student               
supervisors, and full players in LIP’s management structure, including the Directorate and the Scientific Council               
Board. The financial struggle to deal with the problem of the precarious employment situation of a significant                 
fraction of the PhD researchers was a clear priority, and career progressions of those who already had a stable link                    
to the laboratory were successively postponed.  

In the last decade, LIP has demonstrated a good capability to attract top-quality PhD researchers to Portugal.                 
Four PIs from other research units in Portugal have asked to join LIP, bringing with them their research groups,                   
which all have a strong international component:  

➤ LIP’s Experimental Nuclear Astrophysics group, led by Daniel Galaviz, from FCUL, joined LIP in              
2015;  

➤ LIP’s Phenomenology group, led by Guilherme Milhano, results from the merging of LIP’s LHC              
Phenomenology group with Milhano’s Heavy Ion Phenomenology group originally from CENTRA at IST,             
in 2017;  

➤ The NPstrong group, devoted to strong interaction theory/phenomenology group and led by Teresa Peña,              
left CFTP at IST and joined LIP in 2019. 

➤ The Social Physics and Complexity (SPAC) group, led by Joana Gonçalves de Sá, joined LIP already in                 
2020, coming from NOVA SBE. 

Furthermore, about 1/3 of the PhD researchers that individually joined LIP in the last decade came from abroad                  
to work at LIP. This includes foreign researchers and Portuguese researchers who were building a successful career                 
abroad and decided to come back to occupy a position at LIP. In the last 5 years, 12 PhD researchers and 8 PhD                       
students came from abroad to work at LIP. Also, around half of the current research group PIs at LIP came from                     
abroad or have spent part of their career abroad. Concerning PhD students, a dedicated strategy to attract top level                   
students has been put in place and is summarized in section C.III. 

Today LIP has a high-level, well integrated team which is composed of professors, invited professors,               
permanent and temporary researchers, and a good capability to attract more talent. It is worth reminding that                 
professors develop their research activities at LIP under agreements established between the Laboratory and their               
Universities. In addition to the long-standing agreements with the Universities of Lisbon and Coimbra, and with IST,                 
agreements with the Universities of Minho and Beira Interior, and with FCUL were signed in the last few years.                   
Furthermore, in the last few years the LIP management has put in place the necessary career development structure,                  
including hiring, researcher evaluation and career progression procedures, which are defined in LIP’s internal              
regulation documents (for details see section C.II). While policy and funding instabilities have not allowed for the                 
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full consolidation of the laboratory’s human resources situation, recent science policy measures, such as the present                
Associate Laboratory call and the Scientific Employment Regulation, constitute an opportunity to reach the              
desirable balance. In this way we expect to reach a stable working mode within a few years. The detailed plan for                     
the next five years and the vision for the next 10 years are presented and justified below. The tables quantifying the                     
evolution of funding and human resources are presented in section E.II.  
 

A.II Justification of the 5-year annualized plan of contracts for PhD researchers 
 
The Portuguese science community experienced an impressive growth over the last decades. As stated above,               

LIP presently has 88 integrated PhD researchers, of which: 12% are employed by LIP with open-ended contracts;                 
34% hold permanent positions at LIP’s partner Universities; 39% are on fixed-term contracts with LIP or FCT; and                  
the remaining are mostly retired professors still active in research. It is now crucial to consolidate the scientific                  
employment scheme. To be able to offer stable positions to some of the highly qualified scientists now on                  
temporary contracts is a necessary condition to remain able to attract and secure talent from abroad and to ensure                   
renovation. The hiring plan is thus a fundamental piece in the implementation of LIP's strategy for the next five                   
years. It will allow us to: 

➤ Guarantee LIP’s ability to fulfill its core mission at the top level, keeping our high quality engagement in                  
international collaborations and R&D projects in view of the evolution of the European research              
programmes; 

➤ Maintain and augment the return to society, increasing our capability to invest in R&D for applications in                 
health and space, knowledge transfer, collaboration with universities and other research centres. 

The rationale behind LIP’s hiring plan is as follows. The number of integrated PhD researchers grew from 76 in                   
2015 to 88 as of 30 September 2020. It is reasonable to expect this number to keep growing at a similar rate in the                        
next few years, with the reasonable expectation that further groups or researchers will join LIP. We consider as a                   
working number 109 integrated researchers in 2025 and 134 in 2030 (see detailed numbers in section E). This will                   
still be below the average number of PhD researchers in particle physics for CERN member states of similar size                   
(for example, Belgium, The Netherlands, Switzerland or the Czech Republic have of the order of 200-300 PhD                 
researchers). The areas where a faster growth is expected are theoretical physics, computing, health and space                
applications. It is worth reminding that a large particle physics experiment is a long duration, highly                
multidisciplinary project, requiring the expertise of physicists, engineers and technicians with very different             
profiles. The same is true for the demanding challenges posed by the application of particle physics technologies to                  
other areas.  

For what concerns the fraction of researchers in the different types of contracts, our model is that the laboratory                   
should tend to a steady situation in which about 30% of the PhD researchers have open-ended contracts with LIP,                   
30% have permanent university positions, 30% are junior researchers with fixed-term contracts at LIP, and the                
remaining 10% are active retired professors or researchers. For this, a two-phase process is considered: 

1. In a first phase, permanent positions must be attributed on a competitive basis, to provide for the key roles                   
still held by researchers with precarious links; 

2. In a second phase, a number of new permanent positions per year must be created, at a slow but constant                    
pace. 

This translates into the hiring plan for the next five years summarized in the table below. The first year, with a                     
larger number of contracts, corresponds to phase 1. We then enter phase 2, aimed at a sustained growth. In this                    
way, the fraction of PhD researchers who have open-ended contracts with LIP would go from the current value of                   
12% to around 20% in 2025. The target value of 30% will be reached in 2030 if two to three new open-ended                      
positions are created per year in the period 2025-2030. 
 

New Contracts 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 Total 

Nb. of researchers 4 2 2 2 2 12 

Table A.II.1 LIP’s 5-year hiring plan 2021-2025 
 

The thematic areas or priority activities these calls will be assigned to are put into context in section B.II and                    
summarized in section E.II.2. Concerning career progression, the goal is to go from the present situation of 11                  
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researchers in 2020, of which 10 auxiliary and one coordinator, to a total number of 23 integrated PhD researchers,                   
of which 13 assistant, 7 principal and 3 coordinating, by 2025. 

LIP has developed a great capability to attract top-level researchers worldwide. A sustainable hiring plan such                
as the one described above is essential to guarantee that we remain at the highest scientific level and able to address                     
the new challenges brought by the next steps in international experimental programmes, and by novel ideas in                 
technology addressing the research needs and most importantly the transfer to societal applications. In conclusion,               
this hiring plan aims at ensuring that the existing know-how is kept and enhanced, guaranteeing that LIP has the                   
means and the autonomy to fulfill, at the highest standards, the international responsibilities in the experiments and                 
networks Portugal is committed to. 

This plan is expected to result in the consolidation of LIP, increasing its activity and impact in society, and its                    
capability to attract funding from diversified sources. However, it is important to bear in mind that LIP is primarily                   
a fundamental research laboratory, and the reference partner of CERN in Portugal. An important part of its budget                  
is bound to come from public funds, a necessary investment for a country to maintain its sovereignty through an                   
independent research institution in a reference domain of fundamental research. As detailed in section E, the goal is                  
to reduce the load on FCT funding to 50% of LIP’s budget, with the fraction of EU funding growing by a factor of                       
3 in the next 10 years. 
 

A.III Articulation of the Associate Laboratory with scientific infrastructures included in the            
National Roadmap for Research Infrastructures 2020 approved by FCT 

 
LIP has direct links with Scientific Infrastructures included in the National Roadmap (see references) through               

research areas that are considered strategic for the laboratory’s contribution to the development of the Country:                
healthcare applications and space exploration applications (which are part of thematic line 2) and information               
technologies (thematic line 3). These areas have the potential to improve both the quality of life (reinforcing the                  
quality of health, education and research networks) and the economy (improving the competitiveness of Portuguese               
companies). The relevant Strategic Infrastructures and their relation to LIP are detailed below: 
 
A.III.1 INCD 

As described in the National Roadmap, the Portuguese National Distributed Computing Infrastructure (INCD)             
provides computing and data-oriented services aimed to support leading edge research in all scientific domains.               
INCD offers a comprehensive portfolio of services that includes among others: cloud computing, high throughput               
computing and high performance computing. The INCD services are federated with other European and              
international digital infrastructures. INCD has three partners: LIP, FCT/FCCN and LNEC; It is coordinated by               
Jorge Gomes, head of the LIP Computing and IT group. LIP is the main technological partner of INCD. LIP                   
coordinates the infrastructure development, its operations, and provides support to users from multiple             
organizations and disciplines. Through INCD, the LIP Computing groups also cooperate with other infrastructures              
in the Roadmap such as BioData.pt, GBIF (part of PORBIOTA), CoastNet, and RNCA, among others.  

INCD aims to be an open digital infrastructure of reference, enabling computing and data intensive research for                 
the entire scientific community, across all domains. The INCD centres also provide employment opportunities, and               
contribute to the training of skilled personnel in scientific computing and data related technologies. Together with                
the technical training, this will promote the dissemination of knowledge and adoption of advanced computing both                
in science and industry, thus contributing to economic and scientific development. The INCD infrastructure can               
also support research, as well as innovation, and engineering activities, both in the private and public sectors,                 
supporting economic growth and the public interest. Through an agreement between the Minho Advanced              
Computing Centre (MACC), FCT and INCD, LIP will be involved in the management of MACC, a national                 
collaborative infrastructure to promote and support Open Science initiatives in supercomputing, data science and              
visualization. MACC and INCD are members of the National Advanced Computing Network, and both operate               
High Performance Computing resources used by the research, technology and innovation/industry communities. 
 
A.III.2 ProtoTera 

LIP is a founding member of the Portuguese Network of Infrastructures for Proton Therapy and Advanced                
Technologies for Cancer Prevention and Treatment (ProtoTera), jointly with the Portuguese Institute of Oncology              
Hospital Group, Instituto Superior Técnico, and the University of Coimbra (Resolution of the Council of Ministers                
n. 28/2018). ProtoTera will promote and develop a national network for research, education and treatment of cancer                 
using advanced technologies, such as proton therapy. In the initial phase, it will coordinate the construction of two                  
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nodes in Lisbon and Coimbra, with a 250 MeV proton accelerator coupled to two treatment rooms and one research                   
room in Lisbon, plus a 70 MeV accelerator for the treatment of ocular melanoma and theranostic radioisotope                 
production in Coimbra, which are expected to be operating by 2026.  

Proton therapy is an advanced form of radiation therapy that allows the treatment of multiple types of cancer. It                   
allows the radiation dose to be concentrated in the tumour, reducing the dose in the surrounding healthy tissues,                  
thus allowing for a more effective treatment with reduced side effects. It was developed in experimental particle                 
physics laboratories, such as CERN and has been implemented in major clinical and cancer research centres                
worldwide. Several important research lines include: toxicity, organ mobility, improvement in dose distribution, in              
vivo dosimetry and dose estimation. At the same time basic research, imaging and data computing technologies are                 
core to the success of the infrastructure. Furthermore, radiobiology is an important research axis. Activities with                
good cross-fertilization prospects will also be developed such as the development of imaging techniques and               
equipment, radiation detectors and studies of radiation effects on electronic devices. This list matches the               
competences of several research groups at LIP, and some of them have already secured funding in collaborative                 
projects with companies. Close collaborations with international reference centres are being established, namely             
with CERN, GSI, the Heidelberg University Hospital (Germany), the MD Anderson Cancer (USA) and the Trento                
Proton Therapy Centre (Italy).  
 
A.III.3 BIN  

The National Brain Imaging Network (BIN) focuses on basic, translational and clinical neuroscience by              
designing new molecular probes for human imaging of structure, chemistry and function, with a focus on the                 
human brain. Recently a preclinical facility combining the same imaging modalities in animal models was added                
(PET/MRI). BIN provides access to a wide variety of services in imaging, including human and animal brain                 
imaging, human PET brain imaging, and multi-organ imaging in chronic diseases affecting the brain and other                
organs. The core infrastructure of BIN is currently at the Institute for Health Applications of Nuclear Sciences                 
ICNAS, in Coimbra. 

LIP’s projects concerning the development of RPC-based scanners for medical applications are being carried              
out in close collaboration with ICNAS, and are currently: the Portugal2020-funded HiRezBrainPET            
(POCI-01-0247-FEDER-039808), a project lead by ICNAS in which LIP is the main technological partner, aiming               
at building a prototype scanner for the head of humans; and the high-resolution Small Animal PET scanner, so far                   
financed with LIP’s own resources, currently at the stage of prototype testing at ICNAS. This scanner presently has                  
the best resolution available worldwide and is most interesting for pharmaceutical research on new drugs. The                
following steps in these projects are clearly within the interests of BIN, which aims at maintaining academic, R&D                  
and spin-off collaboration activities with the already established national research infrastructures and industrial             
partners. Taking into account the know-how and expertise of LIP in information technologies, which gave rise to                 
LIP’s competence Centre on Simulation and Big Data, this is another possible field of contact, given that BIN aims                   
to implement a novel data-mining biomedical facility. 
 
A.III.4 PT Space 

The Portuguese Space Agency, Portugal Space, was created in March 2019 with the primary purpose of                
promoting and strengthening the space sector in Portugal, for the benefit of society and economy in the country and                   
worldwide, through the implementation of the national space strategy. The Portugal Space 2030 strategy, approved               
in 2018, sets new targets for the development of the space sector in Portugal.  

Over the last decades, LIP became a recognized player in the space community. LIP is today a partner of the                    
European Space Agency (ESA) in several missions and in consortia for the development of scientific instruments.                
LIP’s space activities are based upon collaboration with industry, contracts with ESA, and participation in consortia                
for H2020 calls. At national level LIP has supported, as a scientific partner, the development of space equipment in                   
collaboration with the industry (of which EFACEC SA and EVOLEO are examples). These activities have led to                 
the joint participation in international consortia. One of these international consortia is currently proposing, in               
articulation with PT Space, the development of a prototype of a reusable and adaptable concept for a Low-Cost                  
Radiation Monitor (LCRM). The LCRM is to be flown as a hosted payload for Space Weather monitoring on large                   
commercial satellite constellations and can thus be an opportunity for long-term collaboration with the national               
industry. This is an example of a development that fulfils the strategic axes of PT Space, to be implemented in                    
close cooperation with ESA. LIP is committed to be a partner of PT Space in its strategy to boost R&D&I activity                     
related to space exploration in Portugal, continuing its engagement with national industry and with industrial and                
academic international partners.  
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B. Strategic Plan to support the public policy responses to scientific, health, social,             
environmental and economic challenges 

 

B.I Specific objectives the Associate Laboratory is committed to, in terms of support and              
monitoring of public policies 

 
LIP’s programme in particle and astroparticle physics is international, has world-class quality and addresses              

some of the most fundamental questions in science. The laboratory exists for the discovery of the fundamental laws                  
of the Universe, not only enabling the full participation of the Portuguese scientific community in this endeavour,                 
but also to share this knowledge with society. Basic science drives innovation in the long term. LIP is a key player                     
in the application of particle physics technologies to healthcare and space exploration, as well as in scientific                 
computing and information technologies. LIP works to engage society in science, to inspire the younger               
generations to pursue careers in science and technology and provide them with high level training, and to address                  
societal challenges through science and technology. Our vision for the future is to make sure that LIP will be                   
present in the next great scientific discoveries of humankind, leading science and innovation in Portugal in close                 
connection with the academic and business communities. LIP is committed to several specific objectives that               
support public policies in different sectors, namely to address challenges in science, health, economy, as well as in                  
social and environmental problems. 
 
B.I.1 Science: consolidating a high-quality research and innovation network in Portugal 

LIP is part of the national science and technology system and           
naturally aims to contribute to national public policies in this          
sector in a number of ways. Our specific objectives can be           
summarised as follows: 

Obj.Sc1 Develop excellent, high-impact  fundamental    
research at the forefront of particle and       
astroparticle physics , contributing to push the      
boundaries of knowledge on Nature. Continue to       
explore the properties of the Higgs boson,       
neutrinos, hadrons and nuclei, address fundamental      
questions such as the origin of the matter-antimatter        
asymmetry and to search for new phenomena, including dark matter. 

Obj.Sc2 Develop excellent, high impact research in the areas of  application of particle physics and related               
technologies , namely healthcare, space exploration, scientific computing and digital infrastructures. 

Obj.Sc3 Contribute to the  internationalization of the Portuguese science and technology system, through            
participation in worldwide projects, collaborations, infrastructures and networks in particle physics           
and related areas.  Contribute especially to the pursuit of the goals of the formal agreements               
established by the Portuguese government with international scientific organizations, in particular           
CERN and ESA. 

Obj.Sc4 Increase the  attractiveness of the national territory for top-level scientists worldwide, in particular             
highly qualified young researchers, by providing: access to world-class scientific projects in which             
LIP is involved or leading; a well-integrated access to the full LIP infrastructure and environment, as                
well as to other national infrastructures.  

Obj.Sc5 Offer adequate jobs and  career paths , including evaluation, career advice and advancement            
opportunities, to PhD holders, thus contributing to the consolidation of scientific employment in             
Portugal, to the rejuvenation of scientific institutions, and to enhancing scientific research,            
technological development, management and communication activities in science and technology.  

Obj.Sc6 Provide  excellent training to graduate students, by offering MSc and PhD research plans integrated              
in top-level research and international networks, with access to world-class laboratories, supervision            
by LIP researchers and an advanced training programme offering a diversity of training opportunities              
in a varied set of skills. 

Obj.Sc7 Contribute to the promotion of  scientific and technological innovation ; foster the collaboration            
with other research units in common multidisciplinary projects, exchange programmes or           
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co-supervision of advanced students, and between research units and industry, through collaborative            
projects and other actions promoting knowledge transfer and R&I networks. 

 
Context and alignment with national public policies 

In the last three decades the science and technology system in Portugal went through an impressive                
development. Presently, the main challenges are to consolidate the system and to include industry and services in                 
the equation, potentiating the relations between R&I and social and economic development. As a response to these                 
challenges, the Research and Innovation Strategy for Smart Specialization (RIS3), the Agenda Commitment to              
Science and Knowledge (Resolution of the Council of Ministers 32/2016) and Lei da Ciência (Decree-law 63/2019)                
include an articulated set of public policies aiming at the creation of critical mass in R&D, the promotion of                   
internationally recognized R&D programmes and the valorisation of research careers, and of collaborations with              
the business sector. The National Reforms Plan identifies among its structuring objectives: the promotion of the                
potential of the scientific and technological knowledge base; the promotion of cooperation between public and               
private R&D institutions; the reinforcement of the clustering policy and of knowledge transfer and circulation,               
including digital development.  
 
B.I.2 Healthcare: particle technologies for more effective and accessible diagnoses and treatments  

Healthcare is one of the main applications of particle physics          
technologies, namely through the use of particle beams, particle         
detectors and imaging techniques, and software tools invented        
within the High Energy Physics programmes to develop better         
diagnosis and therapy methods. Our specific objectives in this         
sector can be summarised as follows: 

Obj.Hc1 Contribute to improving cancer treatment with      
proton beam therapy , through R&I projects directly related to ProtoTera, an advanced radiation             
therapy centre with both treatment and research facilities, and  to developing a national network for               
research, education and treatment of cancer using advanced technologies, thus  supporting the public             
policy in the  Resolution of the Council of Ministers 28/2018. 

Obj.Hc2 Contribute to improving and increasing the  accessibility to healthcare , namely in the domain of              
medical imaging diagnosis techniques, by developing new technologies and methods  based on LIP’s             
long-standing expertise in detector development, in particular through the participation in the            
BIN-Brain Imaging Network and in the  HiRezBrainPET project for the development of a             
high-resolution brain imaging device. 

Obj.Hc3 Promote collaboration, knowledge transfer and knowledge circulation, including for advanced          
training in medical physics , with healthcare institutions such as hospitals, as well as with other               
research centres working in the domains of nuclear medicine, imaging and radiotherapy. 

Obj.Hc4 Use LIP’s pool of knowledge, technological capability and resources to give the best possible              
contribution in case of public health crises, such as the current Covid-19 pandemic (in which an                
emergency ventilator was fully developed, computing resources were made available and face visors             
were produced) namely through its hardware development expertise, data analysis, modelling skills            
and computing resources. 

 
Context and alignment with national public policies 

Reinforcing the healthcare system is one of the strategic axes in the Strategy Vision Document for the Economic                  
Recovery of Portugal 2020-2030. Research for new products and services in healthcare is seen as a requirement,                 
and ProtoTera is considered an essential investment.  The need for a proton therapy centre in Portugal  was already                  
included in the 2015 revision of the National Radiotherapy Network. Both ProtoTera and the BIN are  key health                  
infrastructures in the National Roadmap (see references). Furthermore, LIP is the main technology partner in               
HiRezBrainPET, approved under programme INTERFACE, within PORTUGAL 2020, which aims to reinforce the             
link between scientific knowledge and business innovation. Furthermore, p hysics applications to healthcare are             
referred to as a strategic domain in the National Reforms Plan. T he National Research and Innovation Strategy for                  
Smart Specialization (RIS3) policy mix includes the support to the science and technology system, through the                
promotion of excellent international-level R&D programmes and the capacitation of technological infrastructures.            
For the region of Lisbon, health research, services and technologies are one of the smart specialization domains,                 
having as priority domains research, industry and knowledge transfer.  
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B.I.3 Economy: innovation and qualification for productivity 

In the next five to ten years LIP aims to reinforce and extend             
its contribution to national economic development. The specific        
objectives LIP is committed to in this sector are: 

Obj.Ec1 Contribute to strengthen the existing  link between       
scientific knowledge and business innovation ,     
through: cooperation and common projects with      
companies; through common training actions and programmes, contribute to increase the           
qualification of human resources and the technological level of companies; and, conversely, enrich             
the training of graduate students, making them highly qualified to respond to the demands and               
opportunities of an innovation-based economy. 

Obj.Ec2 Contribute to  boost research, innovation and qualification in Portugal through LIP’s participation            
in several infrastructures in the National Roadmap, in particular through its central role in INCD in                
the development of digital infrastructures and competences in the country, and by collaborating with              
national companies in joint projects. 

Obj.Ec3 Contribute to  increase the internationalization and the high added-value specialization of           
Portuguese companies, namely through CERN and ESA as privileged gates to the advanced             
technology common market, by partnering for the first contract, help finding technology niches,             
enabling the first placement of products or services, facilitating contacts or providing training             
opportunities, in particular for engineers and technicians that will bring their expertise back to              
Portugal. 

Obj.Ec4 Taking advantage of the geographical distribution of LIP in the country (present in the Lisbon,               
Centre, and North areas), be a partner in cluster policy and other territorial policies, namely in what                 
concerns science and technology clusters, health clusters, and also territorial cohesion. 

 
Context and alignment with national public policies 

With the objectives above, LIP aims at extending and consolidating its contribution to enhance innovation,               
cooperation, qualification, technological level and internationalization in the Portuguese productive sector. We now             
briefly illustrate that these are key ideas in the national policies for the economy sector. Innovation in the economy                   
is one of the pillars of the National Reform Plan, where the promotion of cooperation between public and private                   
R&D institutions and between companies is one of the five structuring objectives. In fact, the National RIS3 policy                  
mix includes measures designed to strengthen the link between scientific knowledge and business innovation, and               
support the dynamization of research projects and the transformation of knowledge. Examples are: the              
INTERFACE Programme, within the scope of PORTUGAL 2020 (which finances the HiRezBrainPET project in              
which LIP is the main technological partner); the measures strengthening the internationalization of the economy               
and supporting the new sectoral specialization; and the cluster policy, which has the objectives of fostering                
collaboration involving companies and other economic, technological and scientific actors, and of promoting             
knowledge transfer, human resource development, and technological development in companies.  

 
B.I.4 Social: science and technology education for social inclusion 

Social contributions have always been one of the pillars of          
activity at LIP, namely through engaging society with science,         
promoting scientific culture and giving support to education at         
different levels. The laboratory is now committed to the following          
specific objectives within this sector: 

Obj.So1 Promote  scientific culture and the qualification of       
future generations, developing outreach actions for      
the community at large. 

Obj.So2 Promote the interest of young people in education,        
science, and STEM careers, through a specific programme developed for the school community,             
targeting both  teachers and students . 

Obj.So3 Contribute to the promotion of the  experimental teaching of science at all levels, through projects               
with a stronger link to modern science, and technology and research-like approaches; further develop              
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and consolidate at LIP a teaching lab and an advanced training lab, able to host and engage both                  
high-school and university students in such projects. 

Obj.So4 Offer  excellent training opportunities in all of LIP’s areas of activity to physics and engineering               
undergraduate students, through a diverse advanced programme including internships, schools,          
seminars, workshops and research project courses. 

Obj.So5 Be part of the effort to place Portugal in the group of the most advanced European countries in                  
digital competences and technologies , namely through LIP’s central role in INCD , contributing to              
the development of the national infrastructures for information and communication technologies and            
to their integration in European networks; and by providing both competences to end-users and              
advanced professional training able to stimulate employability. 

Obj.So6 Seek to eliminate gender, age, ethnic, economic or any other kind of discrimination at all levels                
in the science and technology system and in the education system; promote the interest of girls and                 
under-representd society sectors in STEM careers through dedicated actions and role models.  

 
Context and alignment with national public policies 

Despite the enormous progress of the last four decades, Portugal still presents a structural deficit in the                 
qualification of its population,  low technological level of much of the productive system, low salaries and                
precariousness of employment.  In this context, LIP’s specific objectives in this sector are aligned with a diverse set                  
of measures defined in the the National Reforms Plan 2016-2020 and in the RIS3 aimed at reducing early drop out                    
in education and qualification, fostering innovation in the education system, promoting employment and fighting              
precariousness, strengthening investment in science and technology and cooperation with companies (e.g., the             
international partnerships with universities such as MIT, Carnegie Mellon and the University of Texas at Austin)                
promoting open science, digital competences and infrastructures accessible to all (National Digital Skills Initiative              
e.2030 - INCoDe2030 and National Distributed Computing Infrastructure - INCD).  

 
B.I.5 Environment: contributions via computing resources, monitoring and best practices 

To contribute to prevent environmental degradation, and to        
take urgent action on climate change is a matter that concerns us            
all. LIP is committed to the following specific objectives in this           
sector:  

Obj.Ev1 As the main technical partner of INCD, to support         
the use of its computing and storage capacity by the          
national research community in environment,     
climate, marine, biodiversity and related sciences,      
namely via the GBIF - Global Biodiversity       
Network, the CoastNet research infrastructure, and      
a collaborative project with LNEC for the development of ICT services for coastal forecasting and               
water management, thus  increasing the impact and the digital expertise in these sectors . 

Obj.Ev2 To participate in ESA’s  Earth monitoring programme , selected by Portugal-Space as a key area              
for the Portuguese contribution, taking advantage of LIP’s expertise in radiation monitors and space              
weather. To participate through INCD in the project C-Scale to federate European Earth Observation              
infrastructure services, such as the Copernicus DIAS. 

Obj.Ev3 Use LIP’s expertise and facilities to contribute to the  monitoring of radon in Portuga l, mainly in                
the granitic region of Covilhã, through a long-standing partnership with Universidade da Beira             
Interior. 

Obj.Ev4 LIP is committed to comply with  best practices for the protection of the environment , and to                
advertise and implement environment-friendly measures taken by CERN or other international           
scientific organizations. 

 
Context and alignment with national public policies 

It is essential to articulate the development and valorization of the territory with the various international                
commitments in matters of environment (eg Paris Agreement) and sustainable development (eg UN’s Sustainable              
Development Goals), as well as with national public policy objectives set out in documents such as the National                  
Program for Climate Change, or European Directives such as 2013/59/EURATOM on radiological protection, and              
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their transposition into the national legal system. LIP’s specific contribution in this sector, although more indirect                
and restricted, are aligned with the corresponding public policies, which are set to implement the public policies in                  
the National Program for Climate Change, EURATOM radiological protection directives and Portugal-Space            
strategic priorities.  

 

B.II Strategic plan to support public policy response to scientific, health, social,            
environmental and economic challenges 

 
The strategic plan to support public policy responses in the sectors of science, health, economy, social issues                 

and environment are presented in this section for the thematic lines defined below: 

TL.1 Particle and Astroparticle Physics; 

TL.2 Instrumentation, Healthcare and Space; 

TL.3 Computing and Information Technologies; 

TL.4 Science and Society. 

The first three thematic lines were defined in such a way that they             
put together LIP’s expertise in sectors that are of strategic importance           
in terms of public policies. Thus, TL.1, TL2 and TL.3 are essentially            
the translation into societal contributions of LIP’s well established         
scientific and technological competence areas, which are an essential         
part of the laboratory’s backbone. TL4, on the other hand, aims at            
boosting the societal contributions of the other thematic lines, mainly by putting in place a structured framework                 
that allows to push further their knowledge transfer, advanced training and education actions.  

 
B.II.1 Strategic Plan for Thematic Line 1: Particle and Astroparticle Physics 

The LIP strategy for particle and astroparticle physics is driven by the scientific priorities, summarized above                
(see objective Obj.Sc1), but always having present that the projects with the highest scientific impact are also those                  
that contribute best to the internationalization of the scientific system (Obj.Sc3), that increase the attractiveness of                
Portugal to top-level scientists worldwide (Obj.Sc4) and provide the best training ground for young scientists               
(Obj.Sc4). In addition, the need for large teams with diversified competences and strong connections to world-class                
laboratories is often a motor for innovation in the contacts between research units and industry (Obj.Sc7). 

The CERN Council has recently approved the 2020 Update of the European Strategy for Particle Physics, and                 
APPEC has a Roadmap for Astroparticle Physics (see references for a link to the documents). International                
coordination in the context of large-scale, long-standing infrastructures is essential for the field, and therefore LIP’s                
plans are well aligned with both strategies. The main scientific challenges of the next decade for particle physics                  
are to push the boundaries of knowledge on the nature and properties of the Higgs boson, neutrinos, hadrons and                   
nuclei,  address fundamental questions such as the origin of the matter-antimatter asymmetry  and to search for new                 
phenomena, possibly including dark matter, in accelerator-based and astroparticle experiments. 

We describe below the areas of intervention for the next few years, in broad categories of accelerator-based or                  
non-accelerator-based particle physics. 

1. Accelerator-based particle physics |  The discoveries of the Higgs boson and of neutrino oscillations, each               
recognized with a Nobel prize in physics in the last decade and both with contributions from LIP, have                  
raised fundamental questions and opened up clear paths of research. At a time when several observations                
point to the existence of new physics, experiments based on accelerators, at CERN or with a strong                 
participation of CERN, will continue to play a leading role in following those paths. 

Even if long-term plans for a future higher energy collider are being laid out, in the next decade the                   
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will still be the highest energy collider in the world and will undergo a                  
significant upgrade in luminosity. The corresponding upgrade of the ATLAS and CMS detectors will be a                
focal activity in the next five years. Portugal’s responsibilities in this area are covered by a MoU signed in                   
2019 between CERN and FCT. Connection with industry is a priority for the LIP strategy (objectives                
Obj.Sc7, Obj.Ec1, Obj.Ec3 and Obj.Ec4), and this effort will involve several Portuguese companies (e.g.              
Cabelte, Systion, PETSys, SiliconGate and others) which will be involved in the production of              
technological components for several critical systems in the ATLAS and CMS experiments. 
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In terms of expected impact, the HL-LHC will be a major worldwide powerhouse of scientific               
knowledge production. The experimental study of the Higgs boson’s properties (CP quantum numbers,             
couplings, including self-coupling) has emerged as a clear priority for the field in coming decades. This is                 
one of the most intriguing fundamental particles and, due to its deep role in the Standard Model theory, one                   
with enormous potential to reveal the new physics that may form the next step in our understanding of the                   
subatomic world. Both in the Higgs and the flavor sectors, the LHC upgrade will provide improved                
sensitivity for new physics, essentially through two experimental routes. On the one hand, we will search                
for the production of new particles, including dark matter candidates, in a complementary way to dedicated                
experiments. On the other hand, hints of new physics at higher energy scales can arise through the                 
comparison of precise experimental measurements and theoretical predictions. With a track record of many              
contributions in physics analysis and leadership in the CMS and ATLAS collaborations, LIP is very well                
positioned to have a strong role in this effort. 

The role of phenomenology will be even stronger in the near future, in order to identify the most                  
sensitive ways to test the theory with the available data. The recent growth of the Phenomenology group at                  
LIP is also a step in this direction. Connections with theory groups from other research units in Portugal                  
(Obj.Sc7) and abroad are already active and should be further strengthened in the future. 

In addition, the heavy ions program at the LHC, as well as the fixed target program at CERN and the                    
study of reactions involving short-lived radioactive ions at CERN or GSI will allow the study of properties                 
of hadrons and nuclei and access to the many unknown aspects of the collective behaviour of quarks and                  
gluons. 

As for neutrinos, the knowledge of their fundamental symmetry properties is crucial to clarify their               
probable key role in the explanation of the matter/antimatter asymmetry in the Universe. The discovery of                
CP violation in neutrino oscillations is the most important goal of the two flagship long-baseline               
experiments of the next decade, DUNE in the US and Hyper-K in Japan. Through a dedicated beam and                  
R&D facility (the Neutrino Platform) CERN and many European groups have an essential participation in               
DUNE. The LIP group has joined DUNE in 2018 and has relevant responsibilities and a leadership position                 
in the area of calibrations. The plan for the next five years is to build and test prototypes of calibration                    
systems at CERN, and contribute to the construction of the far detector modules at SURF in the US. Beam                   
data is expected towards the end of the decade. 

2. Non-accelerator particle and astroparticle physics | In the last decades several discoveries and important              
results have been achieved by astroparticle physics experiments. These include dark matter and neutrino              
physics experiments in underground laboratories, as well as cosmic ray experiments at the Earth’s surface               
or in the International Space Station (ISS). 

The search for neutrinoless double-beta decay will probe the Dirac/Majorana nature of neutrinos, also              
related to the matter/antimatter asymmetry in the Universe. SNO+ at SNOLAB is one the leading               
experiments in the field and will start to test this process with a large quantity of 130Te isotope (1.3 tons,                    
world’s highest) in 2021. LIP is one of the founding and leading institutes in the construction and data                  
analysis of SNO+, and well positioned to take advantage of the next years of data-taking. 

In the interplay with cosmology, the existence of dark matter continues to be a mystery. The expertise of                  
LIP in liquid xenon detectors and data analysis has led to a strong physics and instrumentation participation                 
in the leading dark matter direct detection experiments ZEPLIN and then LUX, which previously held the                
world-leading sensitivity. The next step is the LZ experiment that will start taking data in 2021 until at least                   
2026. It will be the largest and the most sensitive search for direct dark matter detection in those years,                   
being competitive also in the search for neutrinoless double beta decay. LIP is one of the founding                 
institutes of LZ and has several relevant responsibilities, including leadership positions in the control              
system of the experiment and in the High Energy Data Analysis Group (which includes the search for                 
neutrinoless beta decay, among other rare decays). Evidence for dark matter will also continue to be                
searched for at the LHC experiments (production), and at astroparticle physics experiments, in particular at               
AMS (via annihilation products) of which LIP is a member since 1998. 

The use of particle physics detectors to study the most extreme phenomena in the cosmos has known a                  
very strong growth in the last years, with multi-messenger astronomy involving the combination of              
multiple types of signals, such as high energy cosmic rays, gamma rays and neutrinos, but also                
gravitational waves and optical signals. The physics reach is wide, from the understanding of extreme               
astronomical processes, to the probing of particle physics at energies higher than the LHC. Building upon                
an established participation in the Auger high energy cosmic ray experiment – that will still provide                
physics data for years to come –, and in the recognized expertise in the field of gas detectors, LIP is the                     
proponent of a new gamma ray detection technology (SWGO) that is being considered for a new                
observatory in the southern hemisphere, complementary to the larger, flagship project CTA because of its               
wider field-of-view. 
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These areas of intervention will be the main focus of particle and astroparticle physics research in the next                  
decade. At LIP, this thematic line will consolidate connections with major labs and infrastructures worldwide –                
CERN and GSI in Europe, Fermilab, SURF and SNOLAB in North America, Auger and the gamma-ray                
observatory network in South America – contributing substantially to the internationalization of Portuguese             
science. However, some of the LIP researchers in key positions do not have yet permanent positions. It will be                   
essential to expand open-ended contracts to consolidate this core-area of the laboratory. Thus, the hiring plan for                 
PhD researchers, described in section A.II, foresees four additional positions in this thematic line in the years                 
2021-2025. Three of these positions will be for accelerator-based particle physics, with direct connections to               
CERN, and one position for non-accelerator particle and astroparticle physics experiments. 

The capability of offering excellent advanced training programmes at the MSc and PhD level hinges on the                 
presence of a strong and varied portfolio of excellent research activities and groups on basic and applied science.                  
LIP views the interdependence of advanced training and high-level research as essential and will continue to lead                 
and support initiatives towards this goal. The outlined scientific strategy will provide a strong basis for                
LIP-supervised MSc and PhD theses, regular calls of PhD grants, such as IDPASC (past) and Portugal-CERN                
(current) and vibrant advanced student training programs. 
 
B.II.2 Strategic Plan for Thematic Line 2: Instrumentation, Healthcare and Space 

The R&D of particle detectors and related instrumentation has been, from the start, one of the pillars of LIP                   
activity. LIP has employed its expertise in detectors for particle physics beyond particle physics experiments, in the                 
fields of radiation therapy instrumentation, medical imaging and dosimetry, as well as in space research (Obj.Sc2).                
Besides the research groups, this thematic area has a strong connection with LIP’s Scientific Infrastructures and                
Competence Centres (see section C.I). 

1. Instrumentation for particle physics experiments and other applications | LIP has brought together             
national experts in the development of detectors for large nuclear and particle physics experiments,              
including Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC), gaseous and liquid xenon-based detectors, optical fibre            
calorimeters and scintillator calorimeters. LIP´s instrumentation and detector R&D activities have been            
crucial in the international collaborations in which LIP participates (see Obj. Sc2, Obj Sc3, Obj.Sc4, Obj                
Sc7). 

LIP is a world reference in the design and construction of RPC detectors. The goal for the next 10 years                    
is to advance the RPC detector technology to a new level by addressing state-of-the-art challenges               
(Obj.Sc.2, Obj.Sc 7), in particular: large area and ultra high timing precision, accurate 2D position               
sensitivity, high counting rate capability and extremely low gas consumption (eventually sealed) RPCs.             
Large timing detectors will be needed for particle physics experiments as is the case of HADES (at GSI)                  
for which LIP is building a detector that will be put into operation in the next few years. Precise 2D                    
position capability over a large area is of particular interest for muon tomography. In collaboration with the                 
Spanish company HIDRONAV LIP is in the prototyping phase of a full-scale scanner for truck inspection                
in harbours, to be pursued in the following years. Two other developments based on RPCs will be followed                  
in the next years: the use of 10B4C coated RPCs as neutron detectors and autonomous RPCs, able to operate                   
outdoors. The former will be carried out in the framework of an international collaboration that counts on                 
the main European Neutron Facilities and the latter in the context of cosmic-ray experiments, namely at the                 
Pierre Auger Observatory in Argentina and in the future South Wide Field Gamma Ray Observatory. 

Regarding gaseous detectors and liquid xenon detectors, LIP participates in the RD51 collaboration at              
CERN carrying out R&D on such detectors. This work will continue to be driven by the need to push the                    
limits of those technologies well beyond today's frontiers to comply with the requirements of the next                
generation of particle physics experiments (Obj.Sc2, Obj.Sc3, Obj.Sc6, Obj.Sc7).  

The LHC upgrade constitutes a unique opportunity for collaboration between LIP and Portuguese             
industry and the base that will support future R&D in new detectors and new accelerators. In 2019 the                  
Ministry of Science, FCT, and CERN agreed on the participation of LIP in the Phase 2 upgrade of the                   
ATLAS and CMS experiments, corresponding to a total investment of 3.3 M€ until 2026. In CMS LIP                 
takes responsibility for the design, production and testing of the readout system for the new high resolution                 
timing detector. This system is based on fast timing microelectronics provided by Portuguese industry              
(PETsys Electronics). The team is also involved in the development and production of electronics for other                
CMS detectors, in partnership with Portuguese industry. In ATLAS LIP will be leading the development               
and production of upgraded high-voltage power supplies and takes responsibility for part of a new               
hardware-based fast tracking trigger system, in collaboration with LIP Infrastructures (Obj. Ec1, Obj. Ec2).  

2. Health and Biomedical Applications | LIP pioneered the use of RPC for Positron Emission Tomography               
(PET), creating and developing the RPC-PET medical imaging technology that features sub-millimeter            
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spatial resolution and low production cost. Since 2014 at the Institute of Nuclear Sciences Applied to                
Health (ICNAS) of the University of Coimbra, a RPC-PET scanner for small animals has already carried                
out hundreds of PET exams for studying the molecular mechanisms underlying degenerative diseases or              
testing new drugs. This technology is being extended to a PET scanner for human brain (Obj.Sc2, Obj.Hc2,                 
Obj.Hc3, Obj.Ec1, Obj.Ec4) in the context of the HiRezBrainPET project in collaboration with             
ICNAS-Produção Unipessoal Lda., a spin-off pharmaceutical company of the University of Coimbra. In the              
next 5 years we intend to consolidate the prototype in a commercial instrument, while investigating its                
applicability in the imaging diagnosis of neurological and neurodegenerative diseases. This system may             
also be adapted to high-resolution PET imaging of other organs, such as the heart or liver, which are also of                    
high clinical and scientific interest. The low cost of RPC-PET technology could allow a rapid expansion of                 
this technology in the scientific and clinical market worldwide and, within a 10-year horizon, we intend to                 
develop this technology for full-body PET (Obj.Hc2). 

As stated in sections A.III.2 and B.III.4, LIP is a founding member of the Portuguese proton therapy                 
infrastructure ProtoTera, jointly with Grupo Hospitalar Instituto Português de Oncologia Francisco Gentil            
(GHIPOFG), ICNAS and CTN/IST, and the development of this facility matches the competences of              
several research groups at LIP, namely in dosimetry, beam monitoring and medical imaging. Besides the               
main treatment facilities, ProtoTera will accommodate a research room for R&D activities, enabling R&D              
of instruments for health and space applications, and will be fundamental in the training of experimental                
physicists and technical staff in these fields in Portugal (Obj.Hc1, Obj.Hc3, Obj.Ec2, Obj.Ec4). In the               
context of the Portugal-Austin collaboration programme, a project led by LIP’s spin-off company PETSys              
Electronics, in collaboration with LIP, CTN/IST, ICNAS, University of Texas-Austin (UTAustin) and the             
UT MD Anderson Cancer Centre for Proton Therapy in Houston has been funded for the demonstration of                 
the use of PET-ToF technologies for range verification in proton therapy (Obj.Hc1,Obj.Ec1).            
Demonstration prototypes should be ready within 3 years, to be consolidated in commercial instruments in               
the following phases of their development. 

An example of the existing capability at LIP to respond to scientific and societal challenges was its                 
leading role in the #ProjectOpenAir, in the development of a new concept for an emergency ventilator -                 
using materials easily available on the market, even in times or regions with severe logistical difficulties,                
and at a very moderate cost - for the ventilation of patients with Covid-19. ‘Science 4 COVID-19’ call                  
funding was awarded to LIP and NOVA for the construction of 10 prototypes meant to be sent to needy                   
areas of the world (Obj.Hc4). Also in the context of the current pandemic mitigation, LIP will host a PhD                   
student who won a competitive fellowship to apply data science and artificial intelligence to the forecasting                
and monitoring of further COVID-19 epidemic waves. This is in line with other ongoing projects to                
improve governmental responses to public health crises through advanced data analytics, namely antibiotic             
overprescription and emergency nowcasting.  

3. Applications to Space Exploration | LIP activities in the space sector, in particular resulting from the                
participation in ESA activities (fulfilling Obj.Ec1 and Obj.Ec3), are one of the 5 successful collaboration               
cases highlighted in section BIII. In the next years LIP´s activities in this sector will be partly dedicated to                   
the R&D, testing, deployment and data analysis of RADEM, a charged particle detector onboard the ESA                
JUICE mission to the Jovian system to be launched in 2022. Additionally, modelling of radiation               
environments in the solar system to be applied to future crewed manned missions such as to Mars and the                   
Moon will be continued, as well as our collaboration with the national industry, namely in the area of Space                   
Weather monitoring with Low Cost Radiation Monitors (Obj.Ev2). The R&D room foreseen at the Proton               
beam line at CTN will enable the access to a 250 MeV proton beam, providing an energy range extremely                   
relevant for the R&D of instruments dedicated to the Monitoring of Space Weather, to charged particle                
spectrometers for Space missions, and also for the radiation testing of instruments dedicated to scientific               
missions in space and for the radiation hardness assurance of EEE components. 

In the next 5 years, in order to develop and reinforce this thematic line, and to consolidate a high quality                    
research and innovation network thus fulfilling objectives Obj.Sc2, O Obj.Sc3, Obj.Sc4, Obj.Sc5, Obj.Sc6 and              
Obj.Sc7, new human resources will have to be secured. It is foreseen that the area of health applications should be                    
reinforced with two permanent positions during the next five years. The areas of Applications to Space Exploration                 
and the Detector Development for Particle and Nuclear Physics should be reinforced with one research position                
each, as part of the hiring plan described in section A.II. 
 
B.II.3 Strategic Plan for Thematic Line 3: Computing and Information Technologies 

The LIP strategic plan for computing is aligned with the national plans and priorities for this area, namely in the                    
Digital Transition Action Plan (Plano de Ação para a Transição Digital), and in the initiatives: INCoDe.2030,                
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ACP.2030, AI PORTUGAL 2030, and TIC 2020. The plan is also aligned with the priorities that are being                  
proposed for Horizon Europe. LIP aims to address the large computing challenges posed by the research in High                  
Energy Physics and associated areas, and leverage its capacity and capabilities to address similar problems in other                 
scientific and technological domains across the public and private sectors. Current areas of activity encompass               
among others: Advanced Computing, Cloud Computing, Open Science, Open Data, Data Science and Artificial              
Intelligence. The main lines of action of the strategic plan can be summarized as follows: 

1. CERN Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) | The WLCG provides global computing resources             
to store, distribute and analyse the ~50-70 Petabytes of data produced by the LHC every year. WLCG is the                   
world's largest computing grid with over 170 computing centres across 41 countries. Under the MoU for                
Collaboration in the Deployment and Exploitation of the WLCG signed by the Portuguese authorities              
(Obj.Sc3), Portugal through LIP, contributes to WLCG with a Tier-2 data processing facility (Obj.Sc3,              
Obj.Sc4, Obj.So5, Obj.Ev4). This facility will continue to be operated by LIP using INCD as an                
infrastructure provider. The facility supports the ATLAS and CMS data analysis by Portuguese physicists,              
the fulfilment of the national computing contribution to the CERN/LHC experiments, and through INCD              
shares capacity with other research projects. Along the next 10 years the LHC luminosity will continue to                 
increase steadily requiring large phased increases in processing and storage capacity by all participating              
countries. LIP will participate in this huge data transfer, storage and processing challenge enabling the               
continued participation in the LHC and transposing its benefits to initiatives of wider public interest such as                 
INCD (Obj.Sc2). 

2. National Distributed Computing Infrastructure (INCD) | LIP will continue coordinating the INCD            
digital infrastructure (Obj.Sc4, Obj.Ec2, Obj.Ec4, Obj.So5) developing its capacity and capabilities in            
partnership with LNEC and FCT. INCD is in the National Roadmap of Research Infrastructures and is a                 
member of the national advanced computing network (RNCA) in INCoDe.2030 (Obj.Sc7). INCD will             
deliver computing and data oriented services, training and support (Obj.Sc6, Obj.So4) to a growing number               
of research projects from multiple scientific domains, from gene sequencing to coastal modeling (Obj.Hc4,              
Obj.Ev1). In this context the participation as digital infrastructure provider in the FCT calls for advanced                
computing projects will be particularly relevant. These calls are expected to take place regularly from 2021                
onward (Obj.Ev1). 

3. High Performance Computing (HPC) knowledge transfer | LIP will be part of the effort to support the                 
use of HPC in industry (Obj.Ec1), academia and public administration, participating in the national              
Competence Centre in EuroHPC (Obj.Ec2) being established in the context of the EUROCC H2020 project               
(Obj.Sc3, Obj.Sc4, Obj.Sc6, Obj.Sc7). LIP will participate in EUROCC as a linked third party to FCT                
providing support, consultancy and training on HPC (Obj.So4). Additionally, technology transfer projects            
with industry will be pursued such as the ongoing BigHPC project lead by the company Wavecom                
(Obj.Ec1, Obj.Ec2), where LIP participates in the areas of software quality and development of a platform                
for HPC (Obj.Ec3). 

4. Open Science | LIP in collaboration with FCT-FCCN aims at piloting the deployment of a national catchall                 
repository for research data aligned with the FAIR data principles and best practices (see references). The                
participation in the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) initiative from the EC will continue with               
ongoing and new international projects such as EOSC-synergy and EOSC-Future scheduled to begin in              
2021 (Obj.Sc3). Under these projects LIP will work towards the integration of national digital              
infrastructures and data repositories in EOSC (Obj.So5). LIP will also seek to integrate within EOSC new                
services of national interest, and support thematic services already integrated in areas such as biodiversity,               
environment and coastal engineering, acting in cooperation with other organisations (Obj.Sc7, Obj.Ev1).            
The Social Physics and Complexity research group is also a participant of the Horizon 2020 Open Research                 
Data Pilot. 

5. European infrastructures and projects | LIP will continue its strong involvement in the European              
infrastructures and main projects in Cloud, Grid, Advanced and High-Performance Computing. Under the             
Iberian agreements, LIP will continue to coordinate the participation in the IBERGRID initiative (Obj.Sc3,              
Obj.So5). This collaboration extends beyond the sharing of computing resources and includes the joint              
collaboration of both countries in EOSC and EGI (Obj.Sc3, Obj.So5), namely to support the common               
participation in flagship international projects (e.g. ESFRIs, CERN experiments, etc). These activities will             
extend to the upcoming Iberian Advanced Computing Network (RICA) that will foster collaboration in              
HPC between both countries (Obj.Sc3). 

6. European Grid Infrastructure (EGI) | LIP represents Portugal in EGI (https://www.egi.eu) and will             
participate in EGI flagship projects such as EGI-ACE (data- and compute-intensive research across all              
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disciplines scheduled to begin in 2021, Obj.So5), and in other domain specific projects related to EGI, such                 
as C-Scale which aims to federate European Earth Observation (EO) infrastructure services (e.g.             
Copernicus DIAS), opening the possibility for a larger participation in federated data management for EO               
(Obj.So5, Obj.Ev2). 

7. Advanced analysis methods and computing architectures | LIP will continue and expand its work on the                
development of state of the art machine learning methods with applications ranging from fundamental to               
applied research (Obj.Sc7). In order to optimize the use of the available computational resources, new               
computing architectures, such as GPUs and FPGAs, will continue to be explored. In coordination with the                
Competence Centre on Simulation and Big Data, this expertise will be shared across the different LIP                
groups, exploiting synergies and facilitating collaborations with external academic institutes and companies            
(Obj.Ec1 and Obj.Ec2). 

8. Social Physics and Complexity | Large scale computational tools will be used to study societal challenges,                
especially in disease forecasting, human behaviour and public policy (Obj.Sc2). This activity takes             
advantage of the so-called Big-Data Revolution and, through a strongly multidisciplinary approach, aims at              
understanding how individual behaviour impacts on society. The focus on the risks that these technologies               
might entail will help establish guidelines for ethical uses of data science and artificial intelligence. Within                
this context, an agreement with the Portuguese Health Authority (Direção Geral de Saúde - DGS) and LIP                 
was established with the purpose of treating and analysing Covid-19 data. A dedicated Data Protection               
Officer will be hired and this work will be supported by an ERC grant (Obj.Sc4, Obj.Sc6). 

LIP offers technical and scientific career paths in scientific computing (Obj.So6) and most LIP computing staff                
is already permanent (Obj.Sc5). These positions are funded mostly through research projects. In order to achieve                
the objectives three additional permanent positions will be allocated to increase critical mass, as part of the hiring                  
plan described in section A.II. 
 
B.II.4 Strategic Plan for Thematic Line 4: Science and Society 

This thematic line exists to support, integrate and boost the transversal efforts of other thematic lines towards                 
societal challenges. Its activity has essentially two pillars, namely: (i) advanced training, support to education and                
scientific culture for different targets; (ii) knowledge transfer and innovation through the application of particle               
physics technologies to address challenges in key societal areas. LIP’s organization has been tuned in the last few                  
years, focusing on enhancing our social impact. The following structures are now in place: 

➤ Education, Communication and Outreach (ECO) group; 

➤ Advanced training (AT) group; 

➤ Knowledge Transfer (KT) group; 

➤ Competence Centre in Monitoring and Control; 

➤ Competence Centre in Simulation and Big Data. 

The goals of the Science and Society thematic line are transversal to all scientific and technological activities                 
and will be pursued in the following way: 

1. Outreach | Continue LIP’s long-standing tradition and track record in the promotion and dissemination of               
scientific culture (Obj.So1), organizing a significant number of outreach sessions (reaching several hundred             
people per year, in different dates along the year such as the European researchers night, the national week                  
for scientific and technological culture, UN’s international day for women and girls in science, etc.). Most                
of the scientific events organized by LIP also include a public session, targeting the general public and                 
intended to foster the public awareness of society to science and technology. This strategy will continue to                 
be implemented under the coordination of the ECO group, exploring the synergies between different LIP               
groups and aiming to enlarge the types of public we connect to. 

2. Education | Continue and expand the activities to promote the interest of the younger generations in STEM                 
(Obj.So2) and to support science education (Obj.So3). LIP has a well established programme for the school                
community, with a number of flagship activities such as the Physics Teachers Programme in Portuguese               
language at CERN or the International Masterclasses in Particle Physics for high-school students, some of               
which extended to the other Portuguese-speaking countries (see success case 5 in B.III). This programme               
will be maintained, and the following areas of expansion have been identified: (i) production of               
experimental setups, multimedia materials, Open Data sets provided by the experiment and other             
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educational contents based on the R&D activities pursued by LIP groups, with the collaboration of LIP’s                
scientific infrastructures and competence centres; (ii) training in communication and outreach of the LIP              
members, with special attention to students, and development of specific training modules for both LIP               
members and for our partners in high-schools and universities, in order to leverage the impact of the                 
materials developed; (iii) consolidation of the impact in other Portuguese-speaking countries, namely            
through partnerships with Portuguese entities devoted to cooperation and through LIP’s network of             
researchers, teachers and students. 

3. Digital competences and technologies | In line with the Portuguese and European strategy to increase the                
digital competences and technologies, LIP will continue and expand its leadership role and its several               
contributions to the national infrastructures for information and communication technologies and to their             
integration in European networks (Obj.So5). Dedicated training programmes will continue to be organized,             
following the ongoing efforts, such as the Data Science School and Symposium, organized by LIP since                
2018 and involving a growing number of organisations ranging from academia to the corporate sector.               
Technical and ethical aspects will be the focus of such training (Obj.Sc7), with the involvement of the LIP                  
Computing and IT group, the competence centre on Simulation and Big Data and the Social Physics and                 
Complexity group, in coordination with the AT and ECO groups. The focus will be on the area of                  
competences of LIP and the current partnerships will be expanded to enlarge the impact of these activities.                 
LIP’s international contacts, in particular our international scientific partnerships and our network of             
contacts in Portuguese speaking countries will allow us to enlarge the different types of public engaged in                 
the training programmes at the different levels. 

4. Training of undergraduate students | Continue and enhance the creation of training opportunities for              
physics and engineering undergraduate students in all LIP’s areas of activity (Obj.So4) The LIP Internship               
Programme is a flagship activity of LIP’s AT group designed to expose undergraduate students to state of                 
the art research topics, allowing them to enhance their scientific and technical skills, while developing a                
project within a research group at LIP. Each year the program attracts and hosts about 60 students from                  
physics and engineering degrees, from multiple national and international universities, who receive            
common training and engage in research at LIP during a period of up to two months. An increased                  
integration with the programmes of different Universities will be pursued, expanding the number and              
origins of students. This program is to be complemented with topical schools, seminars and workshops               
organized in the three LIP nodes, as well as in the virtual world. Several such events are already organized                   
on a regular basis, reaching several tens of students per year (for example, the LIP-CFTP school on Particle                  
and Astroparticle Physics, the International IDPASC school, the IDPASC Data Science school and other              
initiatives in coordination with IDPASC). LIP’s involvement in the trainee programmes at CERN and ESA               
will be fostered, continuing and expanding the proposals from Portuguese teams in these organizations, and               
giving priority to key areas of interest to the Portuguese industrial and academic sectors. 

5. Training of graduate students | Consolidate the training of graduate students (Obj.Sc6), both in the               
context of LIP’s research groups and in the context of the PhD Grant Programmes and networks LIP is                  
co-responsible for: FCT/LIP Portugal-CERN programme, FCT/ProtoTera Proton-Therapy programme and         
the IDPASC network. A complete training programme including schools, workshops, seminars and            
internship opportunities, covering the innovation and soft skills sectors as appropriate, will be reinforced.              
LIP’s management and AT group are putting in place more structured follow up mechanisms involving               
students and their supervisors, providing also careers path counseling. The goal is to train highly qualified                
human resources able to contribute to the portuguese society in the geographical areas of influence of LIP                 
(Obj.Ec4 and Obj.Sc6). 

6. Diversity | Continue to contribute to enhancing diversity in society and to eliminating discrimination              
(Obj.So6) LIP is an member of the Gender Equality Network in the European Research Area (Genera)                
network, is committed to its declaration of principles (as advertised in LIP’s site) and there are two Genera                  
contact persons at LIP. We are also committed to the diversity activities of the European Committee for                 
Future Accelerators (ECFA), for which there is a contact point at LIP. The laboratory is developing its own                  
Gender Equality Plan’. All efforts will be made to reach adequate balance levels in gender, age or any                  
other possible sources of discrimination in all activities organized with the participation of LIP, such as                
conferences, schools boards, seminar series, publications, etc. 

7. Science for peace and sustainability | LIP is also committed to the values of science for peace,                 
collaboration and sustainability (particularly well represented by CERN since its foundation, and more             
recently by SESAME, which LIP has consistently supported , and where Portugal is an observer country)                
and collaborates with portuguese and international institutions in this scope (Obj.Ev4).  
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8. Data Science for society | LIP understands the impact(s) of the so-called Digital Revolution and its                
potential to increase our knowledge of very complex systems, such as social dynamics, at both fundamental                
and applied levels. Understanding complexity has always been a hallmark of physics research with              
fundamental contributions to many different complex fields, including biology, ecology, economics,           
neurosciences or medicine. Such cross-talks have enabled wide-ranging advances in these fields and the              
Digital Revolution is offering radically new ways to study complex behaviours (Obj.So4), as recognized by               
physics and computer science departments worldwide (Obj.Sc2). This multidisciplinary field shares           
techniques and approaches with several fields in physics particularly with Particle and Nuclear Physics, by               
sharing tools (such as large dataset analysis) and approaches (such as the search for emergent properties)                
(Obj.Sc7, Obj.Hc3, Obj.Hc4). Through an ERC funded project, LIP will take advantage of its solid               
computational and theoretical tools and help establish in Portugal and in Europe the foundations of Social                
Physics and Complexity, helping to understand human behaviour at a new scale, while also setting the                
cornerstones for ethical research in Data Science (Obj.Sc5, Obj.Sc6).  

9. Collaborative and innovation projects | LIP’s previous and present experience in common projects with              
companies and with other research units1 will be used to leverage its innovation impact within our fields of                  
expertise, namely through collaborative projects with companies and other external entities, in consortia of              
various dimensions (Obj.Ec1 and Obj.Hc3). Strategic areas are healthcare, space application, data science             
and digital technologies. Both national and international collaborations will be seeked, namely in the              
context of the Strategic Infrastructures that LIP is connected to (see section A.III) and of international                
collaborative funding programmes, such as the ones with US universities (e.g. Portugal-Austin). PETsys, a              
LIP spin-off company, is devoted to technology based on LSO crystals, silicon photo-sensors and              
integrated electronics, allowing to substantially improve the performance of PET systems used in clinical              
environments. The experience with PETsys, besides being valuable in itself, will be used to leverage KT of                 
LIP research in the areas of advanced electronics and applications to health. The main role in KT processes                  
will be played by the KT group, which will keep track of technological R&D within LIP’s groups, actively                  
search for calls and opportunities, in close connection with LIP's Support to Users and Projects team                
(within the management and administration services), and designate a contact person for KT at LIP               
(Obj.Ec1). Competence centres also play an important role in this strategy and their scope will be enlarged.                 
Furthermore, LIP keeps a close connection with the representative of Portugal in the CERN KT forum                
(José Antão, from ANI), in the CERN KT forum for medical applications (Paulo Crespo, from LIP) and                 
HEPTech, an European Network devoted to KT from large scale HEP science projects and research               
facilities (José Carlos Silva, from LIP). Such forums will be further explored with the goal of increasing the                  
industrial return to Portuguese institutions. 

10.Training for employability and qualification | Directly involve graduate students in collaborative,            
multidisciplinary, innovation projects with companies and other external entities, through internships,           
technology-oriented advanced training and the inclusion of an applied research component in their projects              
(Obj.Sc7). This will enhance their level of employability in the private sector and contribute to increase the                 
qualification of the human resources in Portuguese companies. 

11.Internationalization of Portuguese companies | As CERN’s reference institution in Portugal and            
recognised partner of ESA and of PT Space, LIP will maintain a close partnership with the Portuguese                 
Industrial Liaison Officer (ILO) for CERN and with ESA's Industrial Policy Committee (IPC)             
representative at PT Space. This has been a successful way to promote the internationalization of               
Portuguese companies in the past and it will be strengthened by proposing partnerships, providing support               
or facilitating a first contact (Obj.Ec3). LIP is a member of the PERIN and will actively develop efforts to                   
strengthen the collaborations with this network. 

In order to successfully achieve these goals, an increase and consolidation of the resources, both human and                 
financial, devoted to this thematic line is required. Concerning human resources, among the new positions foreseen                
at LIP (see section A.II), 1 FTE (permanent position) is expected to be fully engaged in this line. This additional                    
FTE will make it possible to achieve the required level of coordination and integration to use more efficiently the                   
contributions of other collaborators only partly committed to TL4. In this way, an effective increase in human                 
power of up to 3 or 4 FTE can be achieved. As for financial resources, they will be equally shared by the two pillars                        
of the TL, and divided by the different years in a balanced way. In the first pillar, the main component of the budget                       

1 The list of companies the LIP groups have collaborated with in the last 5 years includes Adductio, Bosch, Cabelte, Dialog                     
Semiconductors, EFACEC, EVOELEO, Grupo ASSEC, HIDRONAV (Spain), ICNAS-Produção, Ideas (Norway), Kinetic (UK), Nielsen,             
NuRise, PETsys, Siemens, Silicon Gate, Systion, Tellspec and Wavecom. Some of the main Portuguese research units and other public                   
institutions we collaborated were CEFITEC/NOVA, CFTC/FCUL, CFTP/IST, CHUC, CTN/IST, FCCN/FCT, GHIPOFG, Hospital de Santa              
Maria, IBEB/FCUL, ICNAS, INCD, INEC-ID, INESC-TEC, LNEC, MACC, MARE. 
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will concern the procurement of the required material and equipment for the development of experimental setups                
and multimedia tools. In the second pillar, the main budget component will be the reinforcement of the training                  
programme for graduate students, with the organization of international schools, workshops and internship             
opportunities. 

LIP is committed to the Open Science paradigm and is present in RCAAP, the Portuguese scientific open access                  
platform, where published papers, contributions to conferences and theses are available. Several international             
collaborations to which LIP belongs follow a strict open access publication policy. LIP also makes intensive use of                  
platforms such as arXiv. In 2014, CERN launched the program SCOAP3 Program - Sponsoring Consortium for                
Open Access Publishing in Particle Physics, the largest Open Access scientific literature initiative to date. SCOAP                
has partners in 24 countries, and Portugal is represented in the consortium by FCCN, the FCT unit responsible for                   
RCAAP. In addition, LIP is committed to the FAIR data principles (see references), performs R&D and delivers                 
services oriented to support data lifecycle.  

The articulation between the 4 thematic lines and the objectives covering the 5 public policy sectors (science,                 
health, economy, social, environment) is shown in table B.II.1 and in more detail in table B.II.2 in the next page.  
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B.II.5 Articulation between thematic lines and objectives 
 

 
L1 

 Particle and 
Astroparticle Physics 

L2 
Instrumentation, 

Healthcare and Space 

L3  
Computing and 

Information Technologies 

L4  
Science and Society 

Science (Sc)     

Healthcare (Hc)     

Economy (Ec)    

Social (So)     

Environment (Ev)     
Table B.II.1:  Thematic line versus public policies’ sector (science, health, economy, social, environment). Darkest shading means stronger                 
articulation. 
 

 L1 
 Particle and 

Astroparticle Physics 

L2 
Instrumentation, 

Healthcare and Space 

L3  
Computing and 

Information Technologies 

L4  
Science and Society 

Obj.Sc1 ✔      
Obj.Sc2 ✔ ✔ ✔  
Obj.Sc3 ✔ ✔ ✔  
Obj.Sc4 ✔ ✔ ✔  
Obj.Sc5 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Obj.Sc6 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Obj.Sc7 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Obj.Hc1  ✔   
Obj.Hc2  ✔   
Obj.Hc3  ✔  ✔ 
Obj.Hc4  ✔ ✔  
Obj.Ec1 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Obj.Ec2  ✔ ✔  
Obj.Ec3 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Obj.Ec4 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Obj.So1    ✔ 
Obj.So2    ✔ 
Obj.So3    ✔ 
Obj.So4 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Obj.So5   ✔ ✔ 
Obj.So6 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Obj.Ev1   ✔  
Obj.Ev2  ✔   
Obj.Ev3  ✔   
Obj.Ev4  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Table B.II.2:  Thematic line versus public objectives within each policies’ sector (science, health, economy, social, environment).                
Checkmarks mean a given thematic line contributes to a given objective. Shades are, as in the previous table, for the full public policies’                       
sector (science, health, economic, social, environment). Darkest shading means stronger articulation (i.e., more checkmarks within the same                 
sector). 
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B.III Selected cases of successful collaboration with an impact on public policy support that              
occurred in the last 5 years 

 
B.III.1 Portugal and CERN 

A clear case of successful collaboration is LIP’s participation in CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear                
Research. LIP was founded when Portugal joined CERN in 1986, as an aggregator of relevant national expertise.                 
LIP is the reference partner of CERN in Portugal, materializing the national membership of this major scientific                 
organization. LIP made major contributions to the flagship experiments at CERN, including those at the worldwide                
energy frontier colliders LEP and LHC. LIP’s activity is also deeply connected to the CERN fixed target                 
programme and leading experiments connected to CERN, such as the AMS spectrometer in the International Space                
Station, and CERN-recognized neutrino and cosmic-ray experiments. Due to this participation, Portuguese            
researchers were involved in many of the main advances in the field at the global level for the last decades. Over                     
the years, LIP researchers have developed and built crucial parts of these experiments, have played leading roles in                  
many forefront measurements, and occupied top-level coordination roles in these large-scale experiments            
congregating thousands of scientists from around the globe. These past five years were no exception, and LIP had                  
an important involvement at CERN, aspects of which were classified as really outstanding and world-class in the                 
last scientific evaluation of LIP in 2017.  

LIP’s involvement at CERN is at several levels: institutional, scientific, in the training of highly qualified                
scientists and engineers, and in knowledge and innovation transfer to society. At the institutional level, the                
Portuguese Scientific delegate to the CERN Council has always been a LIP Director. LIP has also ensured the                  
Industrial Liaison and Technology Transfer functions. 

On the scientific front LIP researchers contribute directly to the two largest experiments (ATLAS and CMS) of                 
CERN’s flagship Large Hadron Collider, and in the COMPASS fixed target experiment. These have produced               
some 970 peer-reviewed publications in the last 5 years, more than 80 of which had important contributions from                  
the Portuguese teams. CMS has recently crossed the threshold of a thousand refereed articles overall. LIP’s activity                 
encompasses particle physics phenomenology; relevant to the optimal physics exploitation of current CERN             
experiments and to the planning of future experimental facilities, such as a future energy-frontier collider intended                
for CERN. This has led to 30 peer-reviewed papers in the last 5 years. LIP researchers have held leadership and                    
coordination roles in the experimental collaborations, have been involved at the forefront of theoretical research,               
and made world-class contributions to the advancement of this area of knowledge. This included a LIP researcher                 
(João Varela) being deputy-spokesperson of the CMS LHC experiment, and participation in a wide range of                
experimental investigations, spanning from Higgs, top- and b-quark physics, to hadron structure and dark matter               
searches. The LIP groups took part in the discovery of the Higgs boson, one of the most significant scientific                   
discoveries of this century. In the last few years several researchers and PhD students from the LIP groups have                   
been awarded prizes for their outstanding contributions within these large collaborations with over 3000 physicists. 

LIP is deeply involved in the ongoing upgrade of the ATLAS and CMS detectors, part of the 1,408 M€                   
HL-LHC upgrade. The ATLAS team is the sole responsible for the upgrade of the high-voltage distribution system                 
of the TileCal, a major sub-detector of the experiment, and responsible for part of the future Hardware Tracking for                   
the Trigger, a crucial part of the future data acquisition system. The CMS group has made important contributions                  
to the front-end readout system of the new Barrel Timing Layer (BTL), the design and production of the new                   
readout system of the electromagnetic calorimeter, and the development of a new low voltage regulator, resistant to                 
radiation, for the new High-Granularity Calorimeter. This work includes the development of advanced electronics              
components, such as fast timing ASICs (the TOFHiR AISC is the ‘brain’ of the BTL and is entirely designed at LIP                     
in collaboration with PETsys Electronics) and low power analog to digital converters, and involves R&I work done                 
in collaboration with Portuguese industry,, where much of the final hardware will also be produced. This                
corresponds to an important Portuguese investment of 3.3 M€, and also to the recognition of the local capability to                   
rise to these challenges. Last, but definitely not least, LIP will continue to make its contribution to the Worldwide                   
LHC Computing Grid (WLCG), responding to the challenge of distributing, storing and treating the huge volume                
of experimental data to be produced at the HL-LHC. This challenge will continue to be an important driver for                   
computing technology, and will be addressed at LIP by the Computing and IT Group. 

Scientific research in collaboration with CERN also provides an excellent environment for the training of               
postgraduate students. During their training at LIP and CERN, they are exposed to the leading edge of this field and                    
trained to work in a highly collaborative international stage, with scientists from all countries, backgrounds, and                
ethnicities for a common goal. In the past 5 years, several prizes and grants have been awarded to LIP graduate                    
students by CERN collaborations, and 9 PhD and 28 MSc students obtained their degrees in subjects directly                 
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related to CERN. Several of the researchers who were trained within the LIP scientific programmes have been                 
hired by CERN and have important responsibilities within the CERN experiments. 

LIP was at the origin of the Portuguese Engineer Training Programme at CERN, and has been responsible for                  
chairing the candidate selection committee from the beginning. The objective of the programme is to offer trainees                 
the opportunity to broaden their knowledge through participation in the hi-tech activities of the laboratory, in fields                 
such as computer science, electronic engineering, cryogenics, ultra-high vacuum, radiation protection,           
instrumentation and the development of superconducting magnets. This amounts to an important form of              
knowledge transfer, bringing to Portugal trained engineers in the forefront technologies and working methods              
employed in the research ecosystem. Over the last 20 years, more than 300 young engineers have participated in                  
this programme. In the last 5 years, 8 to 17 Portuguese engineers per year were in training at CERN.  

As detailed in sections B.II.4 and B.III.5 some of LIP’s flagship initiatives for the school community arise from                  
the participation at CERN. We highlight the International Masterclasses in Particle Physics, in which secondary               
school students analyse LHC data and are put in direct contact with the research environment, and the Portuguese                  
Language Teachers Programme, designed to bring enthusiasm for science and technology to students, through their               
teachers. Both are very popular and effective in promoting interest in STEM subjects. Finally, the international                
environment of CERN also fosters the establishment of collaboration networks and the attraction of funding for                
research activities in Portugal. This is put in evidence in a number of projects such as H2020 ITN networks and                    
consortia where LIP participates which are centred around CERN (see section D.2). 

 
B.III.2 Computing 

High Energy Physics (HEP) is always pushing the limits of information technology fostering development and               
innovation. In this regard HEP is quite unique as its requirements and contributions span across many areas                 
including information systems, high performance computing (HPC), high throughput computing (HTC), real-time            
processing, large scale data storage and management, global distributed data processing and analysis, and high               
performance networking. Computing has always been an integral part of the LIP activities supporting fundamental               
and applied research, producing innovation and enabling exploitation of competences and capabilities. 

The National Distributed Computing Infrastructure (INCD) (https://www.incd.pt) is a generic digital research            
infrastructure in the context of the National Roadmap of Research Infrastructures. It was promoted and established                
by LIP in partnership with FCT-FCCN (NREN) and LNEC. INCD is technically coordinated by LIP and builds                 
upon its expertise in scientific computing. INCD delivers cloud, HPC, HTC and data oriented services to a wide                  
range of entities. These include research institutes, state laboratories, thematic research infrastructures (from             
theNational Roadmap) and universities.  

INCD began to operate in 2017. Since then more than 97 research groups from 36 organizations benefited from                  
the INCD services, resulting in more than 270 publications in journals and conference proceedings and 36 thesis                 
(PhD and MSc). Both the development of the infrastructure and the delivery of services including user support has                  
been fully coordinated by LIP, and largely performed by its research and technical staff. 

INCD is a member of the Portuguese Advanced Computing Network (RNCA), an FCT initiative that joins                
computing centres in the country. LIP is participating in the RNCA sherpas group established by FCT, which aims                  
to implement and promote the RNCA network. In this context LIP participated in the summer of 2020 in the                   
preparation of the first edition of the FCT call for advanced computing projects (CPCA), which aims to award                  
processing time to research projects. LIP computing researchers in their INCD role collaborated in the technical                
evaluation of the projects submitted to this call. INCD will be one of the providers delivering processing time to                   
these projects. 

LIP has participated since 2010 in the EGI pan-European distributed computing infrastructure. EGI enables the               
integration and delivery of computing resources to international research communities (such as ESFRIs, HEP              
experiments and large projects). LIP coordinates the national participation in EGI and represents FCT in the EGI                 
council. LIP is also coordinating the Portuguese participation in the Iberian computing infrastructure (IBERGRID)              
that federates computing centres in Portugal and Spain to support common projects and the joint participation in                 
EGI. The IBERGRID infrastructure is part of the Iberian agreements signed by both governments and was                
reinforced in the Iberian summit of 2018. INCD is the main national infrastructure provider in IBERGRID and                 
EGI. 

In the framework of INCD, LIP also cooperates with FCT in piloting emerging information technologies and                
related services such as cloud computing (2017), Géant cloud framework agreement (2018/2019), data repositories              
(EUDAT-CDI and DataVerse, both currently ongoing) and federated authentication and authorization (also            
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ongoing). These collaborations aim at new services and capabilities to be offered to the national research                
community.  

Finally LIP is cooperating with FCT in the area of Open Science and in particular in the European Open Science                    
Cloud (EOSC) initiative promoted by the EC. LIP participates in the projects EOSC-hub led by EGI and                 
EOSC-Synergy in partnership with FCT, INCD and LNEC. These projects aim to implement the EOSC concept,                
harmonize policies and federate relevant national research e-Infrastructures, scientific data and thematic services,             
bridging the gap between national initiatives and EOSC. Other related computing collaborations with impact on               
public policies include: management of the LNEC high performance computing systems supporting many             
engineering applications with direct value for society, development of the LNEC coastal forecasting system              
(OPENCoastS) and water detection system (WoRSiCa) in the EOSC, collaboration with the Portuguese and              
Spanish GBIF biodiversity nodes, in cloud computing operations and integration at Iberian level, and support to the                 
CoastNet infrastructure in the deployment of services for the monitoring of ecosystems of the Portuguese coast. 

 
B.III.3 Space applications and ESA 

Portugal joined ESA in 2000. The first contract with ESA, ‘Radiation Interaction Simulation for High-Energy               
Astrophysics Experiments’, in 2003, concerned the application and development of the Geant4 simulation toolkit to               
the astroparticle physics experiments. Since then, a line of R&D focused on the study of the radiation environment                  
in space and its effects, was consolidated at LIP. Over the last two decades, LIP became a recognized partner in the                     
space community with several contracts with ESA and in international and national consortia. The developed               
competences encompass all the technologies identified by ESA in its ‘Harmonized Roadmap for Space Radiation               
Environment and Effects’: (i) Environment Analysis & Modelling, (ii) Development of Radiation Measurement             
Technologies, (iii) Development of Radiation Effects Analysis tools, (iv) Radiation Hardness Assurance, involving             
both the investigation of the effects of radiation on spacecraft systems and EEE components and the ground and                  
in-flight testing of these technologies. 

LIP has been involved in contracts with ESA, both as a prime contractor and in collaboration with other entities.                   
The collaboration with EFACEC SA, a national industrial partner, has been systematic throughout the years,               
starting with the PIPS Project (2005), a Phase A/B1 of the development of an energetic particle spectrometer for the                   
Bepi-Colombo mission to Mercury, and continuing, from 2011 on, with the data analysis preparation activities for                
the installation of the AlphaSAT Environment and Effects Facility, developed by EFACEC. This technology              
demonstration payload was flown aboard the ESA telecommunications AlphaSat, in Geosynchronous orbit starting             
in 2013 and it includes two experiments the MFS, the MultiFunctional particle Spectrometer and the CTTB                
(Component Technology Test Bed). LIP has been responsible for the data analysis of both instruments. 

The collaboration with EFACEC has continued in our common participation in the international consortium              
(with PSI, the Paul Scherrer Institute, in Switzerland, and IDEAS, a Norwegian Company) responsible for the                
development of RADEM (2014-2021). RADEM is the RADiation hard Electron Monitor for the next ESA Large                
exploration mission, JUICE, the JUpiter ICy moons Explorer, that will be launched in 2022 for a ~8 year cruise                   
before reaching the Jovian system. The RADEM instrument is currently undergoing its engineering qualification,              
and in 2021, the proto-flight model will be ready, after the detector calibration and radiation testing, in which LIP                   
will have a fundamental role. LIP is participating in the JUICE Science Working Team and preparing with PSI and                   
EFACEC a proposal to ESA for the participation in the next phase of the RADEM operation, which will consist of                    
its commissioning, data analysis preparation and follow up for the full JUICE mission duration. 

In the area of Space Environment Analysis & Modelling a Geant4 based Model of the energetic particle                 
radiation environment on Mars and on its Moons (2008-2009) was developed at LIP under the MarsREM – Mars                  
Radiation Environment Models consortium, under a contract with ESA. The model enables to predict dosimetric               
quantities affecting future astronauts on locations on Mars. This activity is foreseen to be continued and                
complemented with the development of a model of the same type for the Lunar surface and orbit, for the                   
assessment of energetic particle radiation and of its effects for future Lunar Exploration missions, including the                
foreseen Lunar Gateway, the planned space station in lunar orbit. 

In March 2019, PT Space, the Portuguese Space Agency was created. It is expected that the agency may bring                   
forth the possibility for creating a national network of experts that can build strong proposals for Space Mission                  
calls and that this agency also enables an articulate and positive collaboration between academia and the industry in                  
the Space sector. In this context we and our partners in the RADEM Consortium, have recently presented to PT                   
Space a proposal for the design, development, manufacturing, integration and prototype tests of a reusable and                
adaptable concept for a Low-Cost Radiation Monitor (LCRM) in response to an ESA GSTP activity in the Area of                   
Space Situation Awareness. The objective of the LCRM is to be flown as a hosted payload for Space Weather                   
monitoring on large commercial satellite constellations. The development of the LCRM can thus be an opportunity                
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of long-term collaboration with the national industry and possibly the basis for the development of general space                 
weather service to support and minimise the risks to space and on-ground activities. 

LIP activities related to ESA contracts have enabled the consolidation of a research group at LIP and have                  
engaged MSc and PhD students, with 6 MSc degree theses and 3 PhD thesis completed in Instituto Superior                  
Técnico in this field and under LIP supervision. We are involved in the creation at IST of a minor in Space                     
Sciences and Technologies that will start in 2021/2022. It will be offered in the curricula of all engineering degrees.  
 
B.III.4 ProtoTera 

Advanced technologies for the treatment of cancer with particle beams have been developed in reference               
research centres, including CERN, and have been adopted during the last decade by the most renowned                
international centres for oncological treatment and research. Charged particle therapy allows the radiation dose to               
be concentrated in the tumour, reducing the dose in the surrounding healthy tissues, thus allowing a more effective                  
treatment with reduced side effects. It is specially indicated for the treatment of paediatric tumours, tumours of the                  
skull base and other locations with difficult surgical access, constituting in some cases the only viable treatment. In                  
the OECD countries there are currently 81 charged particle therapy units in operation, while 15 are in a                  
construction stage and 7 are in the project stage. In Portugal there is no such facility in operation yet, but a national                      
infrastructure for oncology therapy with protons is expected to be operating by 2026 and it is foreseen to treat 600                    
to 700 patients every year. 

Since several years LIP has been strongly involved in the promotion of the installation of a charged particle                  
therapy unit in Portugal. In particular Gaspar Barreira, former LIP President had a leading role in this effort, and                   
was appointed by the Minister of Science and Technology and by the Minister of Health as the coordinator of the                    
Working group for the study of the installation of such a unit (Office n.º 9015/2017). The working group produced                   
recommendations for defining public policy in this field and, in March 2018, the Portuguese Ministry Council                
approved a resolution (nº28/2018) defining the strategic orientations for the creation of a health unit for treatment                 
of cancer patients with charged particle beams in Portugal. 

The creation of a nationwide network for research, education and treatment of cancer using charged particle                
beam advanced technologies resulted in the creation of the Portuguese Association for Proton Therapy and               
Advanced Technologies for the Prevention and Treatment of Cancer (ProtoTera) in December 2019, whose              
founding members are GHIPOFG, Instituto Superior Técnico, University of Coimbra and LIP. The ProtoTera              
association aims at the promotion and development of a national research and teaching network in this area,                 
enhancing the research, training and healthcare infrastructures associated with the treatment of cancer patients              
using new technologies. 

The national infrastructure for oncology therapy with protons is planned to have, in its initial phase, a node in                   
Lisbon and a node in Coimbra, with the support of international reference centres, namely Trento, Heidelberg,                
CNAO, CERN, GSI and MD Anderson. In Lisbon, a treatment, research, and teaching unit will be installed at the                   
IST Technological and Nuclear Campus CTN, taking advantage of the existing scientific and technical experience.               
This unit will be based on a 250 MeV cyclotron with treatment rooms and a room dedicated to technological,                   
industrial, and scientific development. In Coimbra, a 70 MeV cyclotron will be installed, with a treatment room for                  
ocular tumours and, simultaneously, with the capacity to produce a new generation of radioisotopes and               
radiopharmaceuticals for diagnosis and therapy, ensuring national independence in this field, with the potential for               
exporting this added-value product. The installation of these units and the collaboration between the involved               
partners should establish the foundations for the creation of a high-level research centre with strong connections to                 
physics and medicine, taking advantage of the existing resources and maximizing the specialization of the existing                
and future human resources, reinforcing the healthcare services component with essential components of R&D and               
advanced training. A PhD grant programme was created in 2020, under an agreement between FCT and ProtoTera                 
(see section D.I.3). This program, whose first call is currently ongoing, has the objective to provide advanced                 
multidisciplinary training in the areas of medicine, technology, and physics to support the operation of the national                 
infrastructure for oncology therapy with protons. LIP researchers are also involved in the creation at IST of a minor                   
in Medical Physics, which will be offered in the curricula of all engineering degrees. 

LIP´S R&D activities directly related with charged particle therapy include the development of a O-PGI -                
orthogonal prompt-gamma imaging – system for monitoring proton therapy and of a PET-ToF system for range                
verification in proton therapy, which is being developed with the industry and other national and international                
partners under the UT-Austin.- Portugal Programme. These projects will have demonstration prototypes ready in              
the next couple of years and their next technology development stages and also future projects based on the                  
acquired know-how will benefit greatly from the existence of a national facility in which they can be tested and                   
validated. LIP is also engaged in radiobiology projects, namely the study of accurate dose delivery to skin cells by                   
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protons, for which new microdosimetry instruments are being developed. The existence of a room dedicated to                
R&D in the future 250 MeV proton facility will be a unique opportunity not only for the development of imaging                    
instruments and techniques, but also for supporting the R&D of different instruments, such as radiation detectors                
for space and security, and also for the radiation hardness assurance of EEE components and systems.  
 
B.III.5 Promoting scientific education: LIP’s programme for schools 

Outreach and support to education activities have been part of LIP’s mission since its inception. In particular, a                  
very active group of researchers developed and implemented a series of activities aimed at secondary school                
students and teachers. The focus has always been put on: 

➤ Promoting the interest of students in STEM;  

➤ Promoting gender equality by fostering the interest of girls in STEM careers, namely through role models;  

➤ Bringing modern physics and modern research to schools;  

➤ Fostering the experimental teaching of science; 

➤ Giving teachers additional tools and competences for the two above. 

The LIP Education, Communication and Outreach group (LIP-ECO) was created in 2016 with the aim of                
structuring and extending the ECO-related activities carried out by the laboratory. The LIP-ECO group involves all                
three LIP nodes, in Lisbon, Coimbra and Minho. The school community was naturally included among the priority                 
target audiences identified in LIP’s Communication Strategy Document. Partnerships with the Portuguese agency             
for scientific and technological culture Ciência Viva, the Portuguese Physical Society SPF, the International              
Particle Physics Outreach Collaboration IPPOG, the CERN forum for high-school students and teacher             
programmes and several higher education institutions in Portugal have been fundamental along this path, as well as                 
the enthusiastic participation of many schools, teachers and students. Presently, the LIP-ECO coordinator for              
education and outreach is co-chair of IPPOG and a member of the group is serving as president of SPF. LIP is also                      
deeply involved in SPF’s particle physics division, and is the reference partner of Ciência Viva for particle physics                  
and associated technologies. Over the years, a comprehensive programme for the school community has been put in                 
place at LIP. Its flagship initiatives are: 

 
Portuguese Language Teachers Programme at CERN 

Teachers have a fundamental role in promoting scientific culture, interest in STEM areas and academic success                
among their students. In addition, through teachers we can reach a large number of students over a long time span.                    
For this reason, LIP has always developed actions for teachers and not only for their students. Every year, CERN                   
conducts training courses reaching more than one thousand high-school teachers. In 2006, the training program for                
teachers in the national languages of the member countries was established. The first Portuguese-language training               
at CERN was held in 2007. Two years later, the program became the first to host teachers from non-member                   
countries with the same language. In 2011 the programme had participants from all the Portuguese-speaking               
countries. Over the last decade, 723 teachers attended the programme: 428 from Portugal, 245 from Brazil, 22 from                  
Mozambique, 6 from Angola, 5 from Cape Verde, 7 from São Tomé and Príncipe, 1 from Guiné Bissau and 9 from                     
East Timor. The training is coordinated by LIP with the support of CERN and Ciência Viva. It consists of an                    
intense week in which the participants follow lectures, visit experimental facilities and experience the international               
research environment, under the guidance of Portuguese and Brazilians researchers. A fundamental aspect is to               
show both to teachers and to their future students that science is a constant questioning, in which the search for                    
answers leads to the development of new technologies. Portuguese teachers from all over the country, including the                 
islands, have already participated. Geographic and age balance were always a concern when selecting the               
participants. An online survey about the programme was conducted in 2019. The results, which were presented in                 
conferences, have shown a high level of appreciation and led to interesting ideas about possible follow ups of the                   
training. Over the years, a strong collaboration with Brazil has been established, extending to teacher training in a                  
more general way and to the IPPOG masterclasses. In what concerns other Portuguese-speaking countries, the               
financial and bureaucratic difficulties are substantial, but potential benefits are large and teacher training is a                
priority cooperation area in the context of the Community of the Portuguese-speaking countries. We will thus seek                 
partnerships that allow us to secure funding and to ease practical aspects such as paperwork or participant selection. 

 
IPPOG’s International Masterclasses in Particle Physics 

Each year more than 13,000 high-school students (ages 15-18) in 60 countries go to nearby universities or                 
research centres for one day in order to have a first contact with particle physics. Introductory lectures by scientists                   
enable the students to perform measurements on real data from particle physics experiments. Like in international                
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research collaborations, the participants then join in a video conference to combine their results and to discuss them                  
with scientists at CERN. LIP is the national coordinator of the Masterclasses in Portugal since they started in 2005.                   
The event is held in over a dozen cities all over the country and gathers more than 1500 participants per year. LIP                      
also gives support to the Masterclasses in São Tomé and Príncipe. The number of participants had a large increase                   
after 2007, which we relate to the start of the Portuguese Language Teachers Programme at CERN. 

Many other activities for teachers and students are regularly held by LIP across the country, and not only in the                    
cities where LIP is based. These include: summer internships (namely within the framework of the Ciência Viva                 
programme ‘Science in the Summer’), schools (namely the school ‘How to become an Astronaut’, held in Coimbra                 
every year, with a wide attendance and an invited astronaut on stage), many tens of seminars in schools and other                    
settings per year, public sessions for schools at LIP or in science centres and involving LIP’s graduate students in                   
communication and outreach (besides improving their communication skills, feedback received indicates that            
young people can be very effective in communicating to school students); and the continued support to science                 
clubs, science projects and visits to CERN organized by the schools. Although less frequently, activities for                
younger students are also proposed, namely specific seminars for the age groups 4-6, 7-9 and 10-14. Furthermore,                 
LIP develops equipment for exhibition purposes, such as the particle detectors at the science centres of Constância                 
(spark chamber) and Lousal (RPC-based muon detectors). The 30 years of LIP were celebrated in 2016 with an                  
exhibition on the challenges of particle physics for the next decade, which has been shown in the three cities where                    
LIP is present. For many years, the Environmental Radiation Project led students from schools all over the country                  
to discover natural radioactivity around us and to study it experimentally using simple detectors. Ongoing projects                
involve the development of LIP’s teaching lab (EduLab), which will be used to host students for the development                  
of experimental projects in the area of particle physics and its tools, proposed by LIP or by the students themselves. 

The two flagship initiatives are of particular importance for LIP, in particular due to their international nature                 
and large impact: both have been held for well over a decade and reached a large number of students: around 20                     
thousand students directly reached in the case of the masterclasses and several hundred thousand students indirectly                
reached in the case of the teachers programme. The large numbers involved and the timing may indicate that these                   
activities played a role in the increased motivation for STEM careers, and in particular for Physics, observed in                  
young Portuguese students in the last few years. In fact, the total number of applicants for STEM degrees came                   
close to the total number of positions offered in 2014, and exceeds this value since 2017. Simultaneously the                  
minimal mark required to be admitted in Physics and Physics Engineering degrees has steadily increased in the last                  
few years, becoming the most competitive in the country. This effect is not seen in traditionally very competitive                  
courses such as Aerospace Engineering or Medicine (see chart).  
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C. Institutional organization and governance model of the Associate Laboratory,          
with emphasis on career development 
 

C.I Organization and governance model of the Associate Laboratory 
 
Research in experimental particle physics and associated technologies is often conducted within large             

international collaborations or using large scientific infrastructures. This requires research teams large enough to              
have the required critical mass and adequate support infrastructures. LIP is a national laboratory with nodes in                 
Lisboa, Coimbra and Braga. The organizational structure of LIP ensures a coordinated strategy at national level and                 
is designed to be efficient and flexible. The management, supervision and advisory bodies and the main working                 
structures of LIP are the following:  

➤ General Assembly | LIP is an Associate Laboratory of the Ministry of Science, Technology and Higher                
Education. The Associates of LIP are the Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT,              
president), the Universities of Lisbon, Coimbra and Minho, Instituto Superior Técnico (IST), the Faculty of               
Sciences of the University of Lisbon (FCUL) and ANIMEE (Electrical and Electronics Business             
Association). The General Assembly has an ordinary meeting per year. It approves LIP’s yearly financial               
and activity reports and the plans for the following year. 

➤ International Advisory Committee | The Committee meets once per year and provides strategic advice to               
the Laboratory. It is formed by 7 worldwide recognized experts in the areas of activity of LIP and holds                   
regular yearly meetings with the directors and group leaders. Presently, the members of the Committee are:                
Christian W. Fabjan (Austrian Academy of Sciences), Eamonn Daly (former Head of Space Environment              
and Effects, ESA), Katia Parodi (Medical Physics Chair, Ludwig Maximilians University, Munich), Luigi             
Rolandi (Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa), Masahiro Teshima (Director of the Max Planck Institute of               
Physics), Pier Giorgio Innocenti (former Leader of the CERN Electronics and Computing for Physics              
Division), Sergio Bertolucci (former Director of Research and Scientific Computing at CERN).  

➤ Audit Committee | LIP administrative and financial operations are systematically audited by external             
auditors and reviewed by a top level independent finances council and auditing authority. Members are:               
João Sentieiro (president), António Morão Dias, Vera Martins. The Committee meets once per year and               
reports to the General Assembly. 
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➤ Directorate | LIP is governed by a Board of Directors nominated by its General Assembly, after                
consultation of LIP members. The different nodes of LIP are represented in the Board, which meets on a                  
monthly basis and issues brief reports of its deliberations to the LIP members. Presently the Board is                 
formed by Mário Pimenta (president, Lisbon node), Isabel Lopes (Coimbra node), Nuno Castro (Minho              
node), Patrícia Gonçalves (Lisbon node) and Rui Ferreira Marques (Coimbra node). 

➤ Scientific Council | LIP’s Scientific Council is the laboratory’s scientific management body. Its members              
include all PhD holders, a representative of the technical staff, of the administrative staff and of the                 
students from each LIP node. The Scientific Council participates in the definition of the scientific strategy                
of the laboratory, namely in the creation of new research groups, in the decision to participate in                 
international collaborations and in steering the preparation and discussion of the groups’ 3-5 year strategic               
plans. The Scientific Council also organizes the evaluation of LIP’s researchers. Presently, the Scientific              
Council board is formed by José Maneira (president, Lisbon node), Ricardo Gonçalo (Coimbra node) and               
Raul Sarmento (Minho node). The Scientific Council delegates some of its authority to a Coordinating               
Committee where all research lines are represented. Plenary meetings of the Scientific Council are held at                
least twice per year. The Coordination committee meets at least four times per year. 

➤ Student Council | The goals of the recently created LIP Student Council are to enhance communication                
between students from different LIP nodes; to encourage the exchange of ideas, interests and mutual aid                
between students, and to promote teamwork; to provide means for student assistance in LIP affairs and                
activities, and to make sure that new students are well integrated in their new work environment. 

The main elements of the working structure of LIP are:  

➤ Research Areas and Groups | Research activities at LIP are organized in three research areas: Particle and                 
Astroparticle Physics; Instrumentation, Health and Space; Computing and Information Technologies. Each           
area includes different research groups, which are the fundamental working units of LIP.  

➤ Research Infrastructures | Research infrastructures provide support to R&D activities at LIP and services              
to external entities. The existing infrastructures include a precision mechanical workshop and detector             
laboratory in Coimbra, an optics and scintillating materials laboratory and electronics laboratories in             
Lisbon, and the computing infrastructures. 

➤ Competence Centres | The Competence Centres cluster related expertise from the different research             
groups and infrastructures of LIP to create a pool of knowledge that eases R&D. They can provide services                  
to external entities and foster knowledge transfer into the non-academic sector. They are designed to be                
light and flexible over-arching structures joining all the LIP members that share the same tools and                
technologies. For the moment, two competence centres have been created: the Simulation and Big Data               
Competence Centre, and the Monitoring and Control Competence Centre.  

➤ Administrative services | The LIP community has the support of a small but effective group of                
administrative staff (6 elements in Lisboa and 2 in Coimbra) split in the following services:  

1. Users Support and Project Office;  
2. Accounting and Financial Management. 

The Project Office is being reinforced with a new member dedicated particularly to assisting researchers               
with preparation of proposals (pre-award). The goal is to strengthen LIP’s capacity to attract international               
funding, in particular from the EU. Additionally, a consulting group gathering LIP’ PIs with more               
experience in EU calls and project management will meet on a regular basis and provide advice on strategy                  
and possible longer term funding opportunities for the laboratory. More details are given in section D.III. 

➤ ECO, AT and KT groups | The Education, Communication and Outreach (ECO), Advanced Training              
(AT) and Knowledge Transfer (KT) groups are dedicated support structures reinforcing the link to society               
(see section B.II.4 for details). The ECO and AT groups were formally established in the current format in                  
2016. The KT group, which maintained the same minimal structure for many years, is currently being                
reinforced. 

➤ Group coordinators and heads of infrastructures and services | The research group coordinators are              
periodically elected by the researchers and PhD students in each group. The heads of the Scientific                
Infrastructures and Competence Centres are nominated by the Directors Board after consulting the             
Scientific Council Board. The heads of the Administrative and Support services are nominated by the               
Directors Board. The coordinators of the research groups are PhD researchers, with the remarkable              
exception of the coordinator of the Computing and IT group: a researcher with no formal PhD but with an                   
outstanding CV in his domain of competence.  
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➤ Regulations and other documentation | The main documents regulating LIP’s management and activity             
are LIP’s by-laws, approved by the laboratory’s general assembly; LIP’s internal regulation, approved by              
general voting of all LIP members, and the regulation of LIP’s Scientific Council, approved by voting of all                  
SC members (a link to the documents can be found in the references). The regulations concerning career                 
development for PhD holders are discussed in more detail in the next section. 

➤ Regular scientific meetings | Scientific seminars are held at LIP on a regular basis. The LIP community at                  
large meets every second year for a 3-day general laboratory meeting, where all teams present the status of                  
their work and future plans are discussed. A LIP PhD students workshop is held once per year. Students                  
present their work to an international advisory board and to an audience that includes the other students, as                  
well as LIP researchers, in particular supervisors. Due to the international, collaborative nature of particle               
physics, LIP is often involved in the organization of events (conferences, workshops, meetings, schools). 

➤ Main communication channels | The priority targets, messages and channels of LIP’s communication are              
defined in LIP’s Communication Strategy Document (see references), issued by the ECO group in 2016.               
Every year LIP publishes two activity reports, both including the plan for the following year: the Detailed                 
Report, addressed mainly to LIP’s associates (and to be approved in the General Assembly) and to LIP’s                 
International Advisory Board; and the Public Report, a visiting card of the laboratory, introducing its               
activities and impact to a much broader audience. The magazine LIP-news Bulletin is published by               
LIP-ECO twice per year, spreading news on particle physics, related technologies and applications, CERN,              
LIP, etc. to the scientific and academic community, teachers, students and interested general public. LIP is                
present on social media, namely on facebook and twitter and has both a public web site and an internal site                    
dedicated to LIP users. Internal communications are an essential aspect in the life of organizations, and                
particularly challenging in geographically distributed ones. The digital newsletter cLIP reaches LIP            
members every month. LIP users have strong technical support from the Computing and IT group in what                 
concerns all the software and hardware tools and platforms that can ease their work, including those                
devoted to making communication more efficient. 

 

C.II Careers for PhD holders: development strategy and internal regulation 
 
The status and development strategies of careers for PhD holders at LIP has been discussed in detail in section                   

A.I above. The justification of the corresponding annualized plan of contracts for the next 5 years has been                  
presented in section A.II. In this section, the connection to the applicable LIP internal regulations is established,                 
and some of the main procedures are detailed. 

As stated, the Portuguese science community had an impressive growth in the last decades. LIP hired its first                  
PhD researchers in 2004, after becoming an Associate Laboratory in 2001. Nevertheless, unstable funding and               
policy definition prevented adequate progress and consolidation over the last decade. It is now crucial to                
consolidate the scientific employment scheme, retaining highly qualified scientists. Recent science policy            
decisions, which include the present Associate Laboratory call and the Scientific Employment Regulation,             
constitute an opportunity to make consistent progress on consolidating the research units.  

Internally, such consolidation requires a structured career development model and formal procedures adequate             
to the growing complexity and dimension of the laboratory. In the last few years LIP has put in place the necessary                     
career development model and structure. LIP’s Internal Regulation stipulates a hiring plan, a career development               
scheme (following the official research career of public institutions in Portugal) and the periodic evaluation of all                 
researchers.  

The first PhD researchers of the Associate Laboratory were hired in 2004, following an international call opened                 
in 2003. In compliance with applicable regulations, an international selection board was nominated. Candidates              
were selected on the basis of their CV, motivation and reference letters, and a public presentation followed by a                   
closed discussion with the board. The same procedure was used in subsequent calls. The researchers were hired for                  
a probation period of three years, after which they went through an evaluation and were confirmed to start an                   
open-ended employment contract. This scheme proved to be efficient and we intend to keep a similar process for                  
the permanent positions foreseen in the present proposal. 

Concerning career progression, LIP’s Internal Regulation approved by internal voting by all LIP members in               
2018 states that, in the beginning of its mandate, LIP’s Directors Board should propose a research hiring plan with                   
two components: an open international call meant to attract world-class external researchers, and an internal call                
meant to provide a promotion mechanism for researchers already at LIP. The process is on hold due to funding                   
instabilities.  
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The rules for researchers’ evaluation, on the other hand, are specified in LIP’s Scientific Council Regulation.                
According to the rules, researchers should be evaluated every three years, based on a report/plan and an interview.                  
The process is meant to bring out the goals and strategies for the next few years, and the main aspects needing                     
attention, taking in account both the researcher’s point of view and the laboratory’s strategy. 

 

C. III Attracting talent to Portugal: organization and model  
 

As demonstrated in section A.I, in recent years LIP has shown a good capability to attract top-quality PhD                  
researchers. The main conditions behind LIP’s capability to attract talent to Portugal can be summarized as follow: 

1. International recognition | To be able to attract talent to Portugal LIP must continue to be recognized as a                   
top quality, reference institution in the field. Given the high level of internationalization of research at LIP,                 
this requires that LIP groups in international collaborations are recognized as high-quality, that their              
contributions in human resources have high visibility, and that LIP members hold coordination and              
leadership responsibilities within the collaborations. Another important aspect is the capability to secure             
key talks in the main conferences in the field and to have an excellent scientific production record. 

2. Conditions for top-level research | In order to attract talent, LIP must continue to provide researchers with                 
high quality conditions to develop their projects, namely excellent computing support, flexible and             
specialized technical infrastructures, and, very importantly, highly efficient administrative services. 

3. Science and career prospects | Also fundamental is that Portugal and LIP are able to demonstrate funding                 
and science policy stability, so that the prospects for career development, group development and for a                
strong involvement in the main present and future experiments in the field are convincingly good. 

4. Organization of the calls | The opening of positions at LIP is always publicly announced as widely as                  
possible, including through our international contact lists in networks, experiments and organizations.            
Publication for example in the CERN Courier magazine is often requested. Also, the boards always include                
external members, and diversity considerations are taken into account. 

Of the above aspects, project funding levels and career prospects are the ones needing more attention. LIP’s                 
strategy and plan is discussed in further detail in both sections A and D.  

Concerning PhD students, a dedicated strategy and model to attract top level students, both in Portugal and                 
abroad, has been put in place and can be summarized as follows: 

1. International contacts | LIP is part of international PhD networks and has bilateral agreement with several                
higher education institutions in Europe. In particular, LIP coordinates the IDPASC network, which every              
year organizes an international school in particle physics, astrophysics and cosmology. Such actions are              
important to give visibility to LIP’s research and training programme among international students.  

2. Grant opportunities | LIP, with FCT, has been coordinating PhD programmes in particle physics and               
related areas. Presently, both Portugal-CERN and Proton Therapy PhD grant programmes are open. The              
possibility of mixed grants, in which students stay up to two years in a host institution abroad under the                   
guidance of a local co-supervisor, is foreseen for students living in Portugal at the time of the call.  

3. Internationalization of graduate students | Most graduate students in LIP’s research groups work fully              
integrated in international collaborations. The visibility of their work in the collaboration and their              
publication and conference presentation record, as well as the prizes awarded by the collaborations to LIP                
students in the last few years, are important indicators for other potential graduate students. 

4. Undergraduate training programmes | LIP’s Internship Programme for undergraduates is top level and             
attracts a small number of students from abroad. Further advertising in international channels and the               
recently open possibilities for remote participation may give more foreign students a first and very               
rewarding contact with LIP.  

Besides attracting talent, it is important to create the mechanisms for the country to benefit from it, both in the                    
academic and in the productive sector.  
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D. Institutional organization and governance model to promote the participation in           
international programmes and networks, as well as attracting funding from the           
European Union and international entities for R&D activities in Portugal 

 

D.I Participation in international programs and networks 
 

D.I.1 International participation is central to LIP’s goals and activities 

Particle Physics and Space research, and development of associated technologies, are by nature globalized and               
large international collaborations are the norm. In this regard, LIP’s research groups sit at the forefront of many of                   
the current frontier efforts worldwide and its members are involved in much cutting-edge science and technology.                
Its collaborations include researchers and research groups throughout Europe and the rest of the world. 

LIP was created to maximize Portuguese participation in international scientific infrastructures. LIP’s objectives             
as set out in its bylaws explicitly include guaranteeing Portuguese participation in CERN and other international                
scientific bodies, as well as supporting the definition and implementation of public policies in the area of physics                  
and space. It was created concurrently with the accession of Portugal to CERN in 1986 to seize the unique                   
opportunities afforded by what was the first Portuguese membership of an international scientific organization. As               
stated above (B.I; Obj.Sc.3), LIP is committed to the internationalization of Portuguese science and technology,               
including worldwide projects, collaborations, infrastructures and networks in particle physics and related areas.  

In terms of governance structure, LIP benefits from an extremely active International Advisory Committee, with               
a membership that has vast experience of leading international projects and research institutions. Its oversight has                
been useful in sharpening the international focus of LIP’s efforts, allowing readjustments to the on-going work to                 
ensure a constant assessment of its relevance in the global context.  

LIP has succeeded in creating an internationalised, and internationally relevant, Portuguese scientific            
community operating in the globalized environment of particle physics research and associated technology. In              
doing so, LIP has played a transformative role in the internationalization of the Portuguese scientific and                
technological community. Building on this experience, LIP has extended the scope of its participation in               
international scientific infrastructures. This ensures the longer term sustainability of the momentum created by              
CERN membership.  

 
D.I.2 LIP actively participates in notable international scientific infrastructures and networks 

First, LIP is the reference Portuguese partner of CERN. At present, LIP has world class groups working in the                   
two largest experiments (ATLAS and CMS) of CERN’s flagship LHC, and in the COMPASS fixed target                
experiment. LIP researchers have, over the years, held leadership and coordination roles in these collaborations. In                
particular, João Varela, PI of the LIP CMS group, has served as deputy spokesperson of CMS, an international                  
collaboration with over 3000 physicists.  

Over the last 5 years, LIP researchers have been particularly active in the high-luminosity upgrade programme                
of the LHC, a complex and challenging programme with an overall budget of 1,408 M€. The MoU signed in 2019                    
by FCT concerns LIP’s contribution to the new phase of the LHC to start in 2027. LIP is involved in the upgrade of                       
crucial components of the LHC experiments, such as the Tile Calorimeter and the Trigger system in ATLAS, or the                   
Barrel Timing Layer, High Granularity Calorimeter and Electromagnetic Calorimeter in CMS. In several cases              
these require the development of new, technologically challenging solutions to achieve the necessary performance              
to cope with the huge particle occupancy expected at the HL-LHC. The necessary R&D work is progressing at LIP,                   
and involves collaboration between LIP infrastructures, other research units, and Portuguese industry. 

The 2020 Update to the European Strategy for Particle Physics was adopted unanimously by the CERN Council                 
(composed of Member States) on 19 June 2020. This ambitious document sets out a path for European leadership in                   
Particle Physics research including the perspective of construction of future collider facilities at CERN. LIP was                
involved throughout the two-year process, from researchers contributing to substantive studies underlying the             
physics and technological goals and opportunities, to its President’s inclusion in the drafting committee leading to                
the final document. LIP’s continued involvement in the implementation of the Strategy is reflected in its scientific                 
plan (B.II). LIP’s contribution to the first phase of the Strategy Update, the completion of the high luminosity                  
upgrade of the LHC, is described in the previous paragraph. Further steps, namely those relating to the construction                  
and exploitation of a future collider, where LIP expects to play an important role, depend crucially on the success                   
of the high luminosity phase of the LHC (2027-2035). 
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LIP’s role in the Portuguese membership of CERN extends to assisting the Portuguese Government: in the                
definition of the national research agenda for particle physics and related technologies; by supplying from among                
its researchers the Portuguese Scientific Delegate to the CERN Council — José Mariano Gago (1986-2005),               
Gaspar Barreira (2005-2019), Mário Pimenta (2019-present); by working in close collaboration with the Portuguese              
Industrial Liaison Officer to CERN (headquartered at ANI, Lisbon) to identify opportunities for Portuguese              
industry to leverage CERN procurement opportunities. The institutional role played by LIP in the relation of                
Portugal with CERN is further detailed in B.III.1. LIP also contributes to the European policy in High Energy                  
Physics through the participation in the European Committee for Future Accelerators (ECFA), representing the              
Portuguese scientific community and the Portuguese Government (in the last twenty years, the representatives were               
LIP members G. Barreira, R. Marques and P. Conde Muíño). ECFA periodically visits the countries participating at                 
CERN, reviews the research and education in High Energy Physics and provides recommendations to the               
corresponding government. The European policy in HEP and coordinated activities between different countries are              
also discussed in the Plenary and Restricted sessions of ECFA. 

A strong focus of the Portuguese participation in CERN is on Grid computing activities, with LIP being a                  
WLCG Tier-2 computing center. LIP is also participating in projects in the framework of the European Union                 
EOSC and EuroHPC initiatives, and represents Portugal in the EGI and IBERGRID infrastructures. Further, LIP               
researchers serve as the Portuguese representatives in the CERN-based knowledge transfer forum (Paulo Crespo),              
teacher and student forum (Pedro Abreu), European Particle Physics Communication Network (Catarina Espírito             
Santo), and the International Particle Physics Outreach Group (Ricardo Gonçalo) an outreach collaboration which              
joins 26 countries, 6 experiments and CERN and is co-chaired by Pedro Abreu from LIP. 

Second, LIP participates in a number of other international scientific infrastructures. Notably, its researchers              
have been involved in ESA (European Space Agency) projects since 2001; in GSI (Helmholtz Centre for Heavy Ion                  
Research, Germany) since 2003; in SNOLAB in Canada since 2005, supported since 2009 by an MoU signed by                  
FCT; in the Sanford Underground Research Facility (SURF) in the USA since 2010; and more recently in Fermilab                  
(USA) since 2018. In relation to its participation in the Pierre Auger Observatory in Argentina, supported by an                  
MoU signed by FCT in 2005, LIP also acts as Portuguese representative to the Finance Board. In addition, LIP has                    
provided leadership in the SWGO (Southern Wide-field Gamma-ray Observatory) Collaboration, which aims at             
complementing existing Northern hemisphere facilities with the construction of a wide field of view ground-based               
gamma-ray detector to provide observational access of the Galactic Centre. LIP has a long-standing relationship               
with Brazil’s CBPF and FAPESP since 1986 and continues to collaborate in several projects. This scientific                
collaboration has resulted in several projects in outreach and technology transfer. 

Finally, LIP is a member of several international scientific networks, notably networks for Infrastructure              
exploitation — STRONG2020, The strong interaction at the frontier of knowledge: fundamental research and              
applications, ENSAR2, European Nuclear Science and Applications Research-2, and SINE2020, and until 2019             
World class Science and Innovation with Neutrons in Europe 2020 —; and COST Action Networks where LIP                 
researchers serve in the management structure: CA17137, Network for Gravitational Waves, Geophysics and             
Machine Learning (Nuno Castro, Management Committee; Liliana Apolinário, Management Committee and STSM            
Coordinator); CA16201, Unraveling new Physics at the LHC through the precision frontier (João Pires,              
Management Committee); CA16117, ChETEC - Chemical Elements as Tracers of the Evolution of the Cosmos               
(Daniel Galaviz, Management Committee and Grant Holder Scientific Representative); CA16108, Vector Boson            
Scattering Coordination (Michelle Gallinaro, Management Committee); CA15213, THOR - Theory of hot matter             
and relativistic heavy-ion collisions (Guilherme Milhano, Management Committee and STSM Committee);           
TD1401, FAST - Fast Advanced Scintillation Timing (João Varela, Management Committee and WG leader). 

 
D.I.3 LIP participates in international advanced training networks 

LIP is a founding member of The International Doctorate Network in Particle Physics, Astrophysics and               
Cosmology (IDPASC). This interdisciplinary network is engaged in the advanced training of a new generation of                
high-level experts in the fields of Particle Physics, Astrophysics and Cosmology. Membership includes 31              
universities, doctoral programmes and research centres from Portugal, Spain, France, Italy, Czechia, Croatia and              
Brazil, and two international laboratories, namely CERN and the European Gravitational Laboratory (EGO). The              
IDPASC programme encourages mobility of professors, researchers and students within the network and promotes              
the development of high-level education in Particle Physics, Astrophysics and Cosmology in the form of joint                
research and training projects. The network has organized a large number of training events, notably PhD schools                 
both generic in scope and topical, and public events. IDPASC schools take place every year. Its 10th edition will be                    
held in Nazaré (Portugal), after a postponement due to the current pandemic situation, in May-June 2021. Each                 
school covers the core of IDPASC subjects, namely Particle Physics, Astrophysics and Cosmology from              
theoretical, observational and experimental viewpoints. The schools’ courses include lectures, tutorials and graded             
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examinations. IDPASC PhD schools are open to students both within and outside the network, allowing portuguese                
students from the wide physics community to benefit from this advanced training opportunity. Over its nine                
concluded editions, over 200 students from 12 countries, of which over 60 from portuguese institutions have                
attended and successfully completed the school. 

A protocol signed between IDPASC and FCT in 2010 allocated funding to support doctoral scholarships in the                 
scientific areas of IDPASC. This first period of the IDPASC-Portugal Doctoral Programme (2010-2012) was              
followed by the IDPASC-Portugal FCT Doctoral programme, approved in 2014 within the FCT PhD Programmes               
initiative. This nationwide programme involved most Portuguese research units within its scientific scope. Both              
programmes were coordinated and managed by LIP. Overall 48 PhD scholarships of 4 years were awarded and 23                  
PhDs have already been concluded and the remaining are on-going, with the exception of 3 students that abandoned                  
the programme. LIP also coordinates the PhD Programme ‘Doctorate in Applied and Engineering Physics’              
(DAEPHYS) funded by FCT and involving 4 national universities and 3 research laboratories. Overall 30 PhD                
scholarships of 4 years were awarded between 2014 and 2018. So far, 18 PhDs have already been completed, and                   
the remaining are on-going, with the exception of 1 student that has abandoned the program. 

The new, more ambitious Portugal-CERN PhD grants programme has started in 2020 following an agreement               
between FCT and LIP. Each twice-yearly call awards scholarships with separate quotas in two domains:  particle                
and astroparticle physics and associated scientific domains; and technologies associated with the Portuguese             
participation at CERN and their transfer to society. FCT has devolved the coordination and management of the                 
programme to LIP recognizing its ability to fulfill this institutional and structural community role. 

The ProtoTera PhD grant programme, agreed between FCT and the ProtoTera Association (section C.III) in               
2020, aims at building a community with multidisciplinary training in the areas of medicine, technology and                
physics that support the installation and operation in Portugal of cancer treatment centres using proton beam                
therapy. The programme covers: fundamental and applied research on the effects of high energy radiation on                
biological systems and materials; development and optimization of technologies for the therapeutic use of particle               
beams; diagnosis and treatment of oncological diseases that imply the study of innovative theranostics approaches;               
research in medical and clinical physics related to proton radiation therapy; medical and clinical research related to                 
proton radiation therapy; and study of synergies between immunotherapy and proton therapy and between therapies               
using radioisotopes and proton therapy. This programme is also coordinated and managed by LIP. Finally, LIP has                 
participated in several EU Marie-Sklodowska-Curie Innovative Training Network actions in the last 5 years: 

➤ AMV4NewPhysics - development of Machine Learning methods to enhance searches for new physics; 

➤ PicoSEC-MCNet - application of detector technologies developed in particle physics to medical imaging; 

➤ INFIERI - intelligent tools for astrophysics, particle and medical physics, and telecommunications.  
 

D.II EU and other international Funding 
 
The bulk of LIP’s budget has traditionally been connected to the very long-term construction and exploitation of                 

large-scale experiments, at CERN and elsewhere. From conception to final results, such experimental projects may               
last more than 30 years, necessitating long-term planning and funding. EU funding mechanisms, with much shorter                
timescales, emerged later and have been instrumental at LIP to enable the growth of large-scale computing and                 
e-infrastructures. These allowed addressing the huge requirements of LHC data processing, with the emergence of               
the LHC Computing Grid, and now serve also other scientific communities worldwide, from gene sequencing to                
coastal modeling.  

Over the last 5 years the international funding        
component of the LIP budget has been 10% on average.          
Just over half of this budget component comes from         
projects funding computing and e-infrastructures,     
corresponding to an average yearly income of around 300         
k€. Around one third of the international component comes         
from scientific projects funded under the FP7 or H2020         
programmes, including 2 consortia and 3 ITN networks.        
LIP has also hosted 4 Marie Curie Fellowships. The average          
yearly income from the EU has been around 430 k€.          
Around 100 k€/year come from ESA related projects, where         
LIP has been part of consortia in partnership with         
Portuguese space industry.  
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The yearly evolution of international funding at LIP is shown in Chart D.1. After the conclusion of some                  
projects in 2015, international funding was very stable until 2019 when an increase may be observed. This increase                  
is due to new projects in the computing area, but also to a new focus starting on high-risk/high-return funding                   
mechanisms, such as ERC grants. LIP currently hosts a 1.5 M€ ERC Starting Grant (Fake News and Real People,                   
PI:Joana G. Sá, 2020-2025) and is co-beneficiary of a 2.5M€ ERC Advanced Grant (YoctoLHC; PI Carlos                
Salgado, Compostela); LIP-PI Guilherme Milhano; 2019-2024). Two further European projects have been            
approved with 2021 start dates: staff mobility aMUSE and European Grid Infrastructure EGI-ACE. 

Private funding remains an exception in Portugal. The recent start of La Caixa Foundation programmes is a                 
radical departure with previous private support for science in Portugal. This programme focuses on excellence               
rather than topic. LIP has approached this challenge by providing optimal hosting conditions for exceptional               
candidates. This approach has already paid off by being able to have one of the La Caixa Junior Leadership grants                    
awarded in the past year. 

LIP has explored other sources of international and private funding with moderate success. Our state of art                 
competence in the development of RPCs has led to a programme of, for profit, transfer of technology to the                   
industrial realm. This included for example national security applications, with the construction of a scanner for                
shipping containers at sea ports. Spark chambers for science demonstration have been sold internationally with high                
impact on public education and sustainable profit. An agreement for knowledge transfer with long-term partner               
institutes in Brazil, while not the focus of the exchange, has also led to small financial returns. 

LIP’s success in securing international funding has so far been restricted to a small subset of its researchers and                   
to specific parts of its R&D programme. While diversification has occurred in recent years, it remains below what                  
we consider to be the potential of LIP. A reasonable goal will be to achieve 20% of the LIP budget coming from                      
international sources by 2025 and an asymptotic goal of 30% by 2030. To achieve this, LIP has implemented a                   
strategy to significantly improve our performance in obtaining international funding, with particular focus in EU               
funding and its upcoming Horizon Europe Programme, as detailed in section D.III. 

Regarding international Big-Science collaborations such as CERN, Auger, SNOLAB, Fermilab, etc, LIP fulfills             
a role in Portugal similar to that of other European national structures (e.g. INFN in Italy). This role is at the same                      
time scientific, strategic and institutional, representing national policy in interactions with each international             
research facility. It is natural to expect that such institutions and policy should be supported in a large fraction                   
through national budgets, as reflected in the CERN quota. The funding component originating directly in FCT,                
which was around 65% of LIP’s budget in 2015, is 61% in 2020. The path for the future, nevertheless, is to enhance                      
the amount of international funding secured to complement national funds, so that this fraction can be reduced to                  
50% by 2025-2030, as detailed in section E. 

 

D.III Strategy for future international participation and funding 
 
LIP recognizes the desirability of increasing the contribution of international funding, particularly that from EU               

sources, to its operating budget. This need results, in part, from the enlargement of scope of LIP’s international                  
R&D activities to cover areas where the funding structure is diverse from that of CERN related activities and                  
necessarily more reliant on EU sources. This diversification effort is supported by: (i) nurturing existing talent and                 
attracting further promising research groups and researchers to LIP (see section C.III and C.II); (ii) an increased                 
focus on high-risk/high-return funding schemes; and (iii) professionalization of in-house support services for             
preparation of proposals for European and International calls.  

While participation in large networks and consortia are an essential part of the life of internationalized research                 
entities working on Big Science projects, the financial support for such initiatives is dispersed over a large number                  
of entities. Conversely, project grants as those awarded by the European Research Council concentrate in one, or                 
few institutions, potentially providing a significantly higher financial return.  

LIP’s increasing involvement in research and technology development for healthcare, namely as a founding              
partner of the ProtoTera Association (see sections A.III.2 and B.III.4), provides a new window into EU and other                  
international funding opportunities. Funding recently awarded within Portugal 2020 (HiRezBrainPET project, led            
by the company ICNAS Produção, LIP PI Paulo Fonte, 120 k€) and within the UTAustin Portugal Programme                 
(project led by LIP’s spin-off company PETsys Electronics, LIP PI Paulo Crespo, 200 k€) for the development of a                   
ToF-PET device illustrates LIP’s willingness and ability to be competitive also in this domain. ProtoTera is a                 
vehicle for LIP’s participation in international proton therapy efforts. 

LIP’s Project Office has consolidated the ability to simultaneously but efficiently manage a large number of                
projects, both national and international, with disparate administrative and financial reporting requirements. Until             
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now, the Project Office team has focussed on providing support for grant holders once a proposal has been                  
successful. Currently, the office is being enlarged and its role expanded to support the preparation of proposals for                  
funding from a variety of national and international sources. This new valence has been supported by the                 
appointment of a Project Officer dedicated to assist LIP researchers with proposal development, proposal writing               
and preparation for eventual interviews.  

Following international best practices, LIP’s directorate has appointed a Project Office Consulting Committee             
tasked with widening LIP’s capability in attracting funding from international sources. The work of the Committee                
is guided by its terms of reference: (i) identify, with the assistance of the Project Officer, in a timely manner                    
funding calls within the scope of LIP’s scientific and technological programme; (ii) promote, in collaboration with                
the Communication Office, the optimal dissemination of opportunities with the LIP community; (iii) request, for               
specific calls, expressions of interest from LIP researchers and identify scope for synergies among expressions of                
interest, leading to eventual merging into higher success potential proposals; (iv) identify within the existing talent                
pool candidates with high success potential for specific calls; and (v) identify, in close contact with the Directorate,                  
Scientific Council, and PIs, high potential researchers and groups of researchers outside LIP that could               
complement, strengthen, and enlarge LIP’s research portfolio.  

The work of the Committee is assisted by the Project Officer. The Committee meets at regular three month                  
intervals. These meetings are supplemented by additional meetings whenever justified and/or requested by the              
Project Officer. Current membership of the Committee includes LIP researchers with experience in successful              
application to European funding — João Varela (CMS group, former CMS deputy spokesperson, PI of various EU                 
funded projects in both fundamental science and technology); Jorge Gomes (leader of Computation group, PI of                
various EU funded projects); Joana G. Sá (leader of SPAC group, ERC Starting Grant PI); Guilherme Milhano                 
(leader of Phenomenology Group, co-beneficiary of ERC Advanced Grant, working group spokesperson of             
STRONG2020 Infrastructures Consortium) —, Carlos Salgado (president of Instituto Galego de Física de Altas              
Enerxias; PI of ERC Starting Grant and ERC advanced Grant; long term collaborator of LIP), Mário Pimenta                 
(ex-officio, President of LIP’s Directorate), and Natália Antunes (ex-officio, LIP-PERIN Contact point). 

 

D.IV Further alignment with PERIN  
 
The PERIN network results from the professionalization of services to both promote the insertion of R&D,                

innovation and digital transformation public policies into the European context, and support the participation of               
Portuguese stakeholders in related funding programmes. It aims to duplicate, over the 2021-2027 period,              
Portuguese participation in European Funding programmes. LIP’s funding strategy expects to contribute to             
PERIN’s objectives by increasing the share of EU funding in its budget to 20% by 2025 and to 30% by 2030. LIP is                       
a member of PERIN’s National Promotion Network. Efficient articulation along the variety of programmes, and               
thus various Delegates and National Contact Points, of potential LIP participation is leveraged by the LIP-PERIN                
Contact Point within our Project Office. LIP’s activities address all three Pillars and overarching programmes,               
focused on Widening participation and Strengthening the European Research Area, of Horizon Europe. 

LIP’s strategy for increasing participation in ERC funding (section D.III), in advanced training through              
Marie-Sklodowska-Curie Actions (D.I.3) and participation in Infrastructure projects (A.III, B.III.1, D.I.2) align            
with Pillar 1 of Horizon Europe. Our programme in Healthcare, focused on ProtoTera (A.III.2, B.III.4), in                
Computing (A.III.1, B.III.2) and Space (A.III.4, BIII.3) address Pillar 2. LIP played an historical role in ESFRI                 
(European Strategy Forum in Research Infrastructures), with a LIP director (Gaspar Barreira) serving as Portuguese               
Delegate (2005-2019), contributing to strengthening European scientific integration. LIP and the ILO for CERN              
have a long track record of collaboration. For many years, LIP assisted the portuguese government by providing an                  
ILO. Close collaboration between LIP, the Portuguese Council Delegate and the ILO has been crucial to yield                 
important industrial return. This mechanism for promoting innovation in national industry aligns with Pillar 3. 

As an internationally recognized laboratory in Particle Physics and associated Technology, LIP will continue to               
play a pivotal role in the further integration of Portugal, still a target country for Widening initiatives, in the core of                     
the European Research Area. 
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E. Proposal for complementary funding from FCT, in view of the amounts already             
allocated to the proposing unit in the context of the 2017-2018 R&D Units evaluation              
process  
 

E.I Summary of the global funding received in each of the last 5 years from all sources 
 
E.I.1 Main sources of funding (2015-2020) 

Table E.I.1 below summarizes LIP’s main funding sources in the years 2015-2020.  
 

Funding Sources  2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 TOTAL 

Fundação para a Ciência e a 
Tecnologia, I.P. - FCT 4 091 3 835 4 006 4 387 3 766 3 879 23 964 

R&D Unit Pluriannual funding 1 696 1 452 1 298 1 482 1 482 1 482 8 892 

LIP membership fee 244 200 200 200 200 200 1 244 

Research projects (competitive 
funding calls)  

860 887 934 1 044 897 980 5 602 

Researcher Contracts 647 728 957 950 423 434 4 139 
Scientific Employment 
Programme (transitory rule DL 
57/2016)  

0 0 118 294 486 486 1 384 

PhD and Post-Doc grants 589 485 402 342 253 272 2 343 

Other funding 55 83 97 75 25 25 360 

Agência Nacional Inovação (ANI) 0 0 0 0 0 189 189 

Portugal 2020 0 0 0 0 0 189 189 

Higher Education Institutions 1 042 1 076 1 076 1 094 1 160 1 159 6 607 

Academic staff salaries 1 042 1 076 1 076 1 094 1 160 1 159 6 607 

Other national sources 391 340 532 562 466 403 2 694 

CNP – Retired academic staff 340 271 271 337 337 337 1 893 

Funding received from 
Participant or Management 
Institutions 

19 12 14 23 18 30 116 

Companies, industry and other 
private sources in Portugal  

32 57 247 202 111 36 685 

International sources 746 581 579 510 530 720 3 666 

European Commission  547 417 348 376 411 594 2 693 

ESA 122 129 127 75 63 81 597 

Other funding sources 77 35 104 59 56 45 376 

TOTAL 6 270 5 832 6 193  6 553 5 922 6 350 37 120 

Table E.I.1: LIP funding 2015-2020 (units: thousands of Euros). 
 

The following notes, organized by funding source, are meant to guide the reader through the reported numbers: 
 

FCT (65%)  
The contribution of FCT during the period 2015-2020 amounted to 65% of the overall funding. This was split in                   

several categories, namely: 
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➤ Direct funding (R&D Unit Pluriannual funding+LIP membership fee - approx. 42%, i.e., 27% of the total                
budget) | supporting mostly the salaries of researchers, engineers and technicians (80%, see Table E.I.2), as                
well as the functioning of LIP’s research infrastructures, guaranteeing the role of Portugal at CERN and in                 
other national and international research institutions and infrastructures where we have official            
commitments.This includes INCD, where LIP coordinates both development and operation. 

➤ Research projects (approx. 23%, or 15% of the total budget) | funding obtained through competitive calls                
for R&D projects. 

➤ Researcher contracts (approx. 23%, or 15% of the total budget) | obtained through individual competitive               
calls and (since 2017) through calls in the framework of the above mentioned ‘Norma Transitória’ of                
Decree-Law 57/2016, which defines the Portuguese Scientific Employment Programme. 

➤ Grants (approx. 10%, or 7% of the total budget) | namely PhD studentships and (until 2017) post-doctoral                 
fellowships obtained through individual competitive calls. 

➤ Management responsibilities (approx. 1.5%, or 1% of the total budget) | essentially covering the salary of                
the industrial liaisons’ officer at CERN (until 2018) and, in a small fraction, activities held in the                 
framework of the IDPASC-Portugal FCT doctoral programme managed by LIP. 
 

ANI, Portugal2020 (1%)  
Funding of the project HiRezBrainPET for the development of an innovative scanner for health applications               

(LIP is the main R&D partner and the project is led by ICNAS Produção, a spin-off company of the University of                     
Coimbra); Funding of the joint project with PETSys Electronics, CTN, ICNAS, the University of Texas-Austin and                
the MD Anderson Cancer Centre for Proton Therapy in Houston for the demonstration of the use of PET-ToF                  
technologies for range verification in proton therapy. Funding of the joint project BigHPC with Wavecom,               
INESC-TEC and the University of Texas for the development of innovative solutions for hardware and software                
management at centres for advanced computing. 

 
Higher education institutions (20%)  

Salaries of the LIP members with academic positions (31 professors, as of 30/9/2020: 4 full professors, 6                 
associate and 21 assistant professors). 

 
International sources (11%) 

➤ EU projects (approx. 73%) | mostly in computing and information technologies, but recently (in 2019)               
with a strong participation (1/3 of the total funding) in an ERC grant whose PI is from University of                   
Santiago de Compostela; and the start (in 2020) of the first ERC grant whose PI is a LIP member. 

➤ ESA contracts (approx. 16%) | directly or in association with Portuguese companies. 

The evolution of the total international funding was shown in section D.II. After a minimum of about 500 k€ in                    
2018, a clear systematic increase has been observed, with the last column showing an already secured funding                 
above 900 k€ for 2021. 
 
E.I.2 Annual average cost (2015-2019)  

The annual average cost in the period 2015-2019 is reported in Table E.I.2, where the main expenses items are                   
broadly summarized. 

 

2015-2019 
annual 

average cost 

HR paid 
directly by LIP 

HR paid by 
external 
entities 

Missions  Equipment, 
consumables 
and services 

Structure cost Conferences, 
ECO and other 

Total 

Value (k€) 3 103 1 771 521 312 294 135 6 136 

Fraction (%) 51% 29% 8% 5% 5% 2% 100% 

Table E.I.2: LIP expenses 2015-2020 (units: thousands of Euros). 
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The following notes are meant to guide the reader through the reported numbers: 
 

Human resources paid directly by LIP (51%)  
Covered the salaries of researchers (54%), technical staff (28%), administrative staff (6%) and PhD and               

postdoctoral grants (12%). The most significant fact was the replacement of the precarious and unfair long-term                
post-doctoral fellowships by fixed term contracts, made possible by the full implementation at LIP of the above                 
mentioned ‘Norma Transitória’ of Decree-Law 57/2016, which defines the Portuguese Scientific Employment            
Programme. During this period there was also an increase of 3 staff members in the Computing and IT group, to                    
fulfill new responsibilities and activities namely within INCD, 2 technicians to support ATLAS group              
commitments at CERN and of one administrative staff member, to cope with the increase of the number of national                   
and European projects. 

 
Human resources paid by external entities (29%)  

Covered the salaries of the researchers holding academic positions (61%), retired (18%), PhD and (until               
2017/18) post-doctoral grants (21%). The number of LIP researchers with academic positions increased from 26 to                
31. 

 
Missions (8%)  

Represented 35% of the overall project funding, clearly showing their high level of internationalization. 
 

Equipment, consumables and services (5%) 
The investment made in equipment in the last years was minimal, due to funding limitations. It covered                 

basically mandatory updates of communications equipment, disk space and personal computers and, in very              
specific cases, of obsolete laboratory instruments. The exceptions to this very minimalist trend were the acquisition                
of a new cutting machine that will allow the faster production of large size detectors (namely, RPCs) in Coimbra,                   
and the start of the execution of the 350 k€ funding for the scientific infrastructures attributed to LIP as                   
‘programmatic funding’ in the 2017/2018 evaluation of the research units (for the period 2018-2023). Just 1/3 of                 
this item is related to the investment in Instruments and scientific and technical equipment.  

 
Costs of structure (5%) 

Covered the expenses with the rental and maintenance of the laboratory’s premises, in particular in Lisbon,                
electricity, water, safety, and other small items.  

 
Conferences, ECO and other (2%) 

About 60% was related to the organization of conferences and meetings. In recent years LIP hosted several                 
important scientific conferences and meetings in particle physics and related fields held in Portugal (taking               
2017/2018, we have for example: XIII International Conference on Beauty, Charm and Hyperon Hadrons in               
Nazaré, Portugal; Annual Digital Infrastructures for Research Conference, Lisbon; 10th International Workshop on             
Top Quark Physics, Braga; General meeting of the H2020 European Network AMVA4NewPhysics, Lisbon;             
Workshop ICNAS/LIP/CTN: Future Directions in Nuclear Sciences Applied to Health, Coimbra, just to give a few                
examples). About 30% was related to Education, Communication and Outreach activities (ECO), which even with               
a small amount of money is a strong area of activity at LIP, as described in detail in section B. 
 

E.II Funding plan (2021-2025-2030) 
 
E.II.1 Evolution scenario 

The exercise of sketching LIP’s funding evolution up to 2030 must take into account the past and present reality                   
of LIP, but also our determination to overcome the challenges, designing a strategic plan that makes it possible to                   
fully exploit and benefit from the opportunities ahead of us. 

In its first 15 years (1986-2001) LIP had a smooth growth, developing and extending its scientific and                 
technological competences in particle physics, mainly at CERN. In the first decade of the present century, the                 
Associate Laboratories programme was launched, and the corresponding increase in funding was applied in priority               
to reinforcing LIP’s human resources, both researchers (10 of the 11 present permanent contracts for PhD                
researchers were celebrated in that period) and technicians (the scientific infrastructures were created or              
consolidated). A significant increase in LIP’s activities was then possible, namely in experiments at CERN but also                 
in other international scientific laboratories (see previous sections). The second decade of the 21th century started                
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with a change of paradigm in science policy in Portugal. For several years, the investment in science decreased, and                   
many young scientists left the country. In the last few years a new change in the global vision brought science back                     
to its central role in the country’s development, although the difficult economic situation has strongly limited the                 
availability of funds, jobs and career progressions in science, at universities and research institutions alike. 

Taking into account the science policy views this call is part of, and the arguably stronger awareness in society                   
of the fundamental role of science to win the future, we believe we should renew the ambition of the first years of                      
this century. Our plan is designed in this spirit. We are well aware of the challenges of promoting scientific                   
employment, in particular of creating permanent positions and career paths, and of maximizing the direct funding                
from the EU. In the reference frame of an institution such as LIP, focused on fundamental research and with a                    
built-in connection to CERN (created before Portugal joined the European Union and supported primarily by the                
national contribution), the job is particularly not straightforward. But we are confident that the path we propose is                  
not unrealistic, and that it will increase even further our contribution to the development of science and society in                   
Portugal. 

The LIP funding plan for the next years is detailed in tables E.II.1 and E.II.2. In table E.II.1 the plan for                     
2021-2030 is presented organizing the FCT funding in ‘Direct funding’ (that means funding attributed via contracts                
directly with LIP) and the several other FCT funding attributed via contracts resulting from proposals of individual                 
LIP members (researchers or students) or research groups. In the same table columns referring to 2015 and 2020                  
were also included to make the comparison easier. In table E.II.2 the funding for 2021-2025 is discriminated now                  
according to the big items asked in Component 1 (C1). The difference is basically that in this table the FCT funding                     
is divided into ‘Additional funding’ and ‘Other funding’. 

The total budget of LIP was practically constant in the last five years, and of the order of 6 M€. As detailed in                       
the previous section, this budget was funded by FCT (65% in 2015, 61% in 2020), Higher Education Institutions                  
(about 20%, including salaries paid to professors), international funding (11%) and other sources (about 6%). Our                
proposal is to decrease the fraction of FCT funding to LIP from the present 61% to 50% in 2025-2030, increasing                    
the international funding from the present 11% to 20% (2025) and 30% (2030). In this scenario (see Table E.II.1),                   
only in the year 2023 the FCT ‘Direct funding’ will become higher than in 2015 (when it had already suffered                    
substantial cuts, in the period 2010-2015). In table E.II.3 the expected evolution of the LIP Human Resources is                  
detailed. 

In terms of PhD integrated researchers, LIP had a smooth growth in the last five years, basically through the                   
integration at LIP of new groups of related areas: Particle Physics Phenomenology, Nuclear Physics (Experimental               
and Theoretical) and, already in 2020, a group of Social Physics and Complexity. This movement will be, we                  
believe, reinforced during the next 10 years, increasing the present 88 integrated PhD members to 109 (2025) and                  
134 (2030). The areas where a faster growth is expected are theoretical physics, health applications (in particular                 
with the installation of proton therapy units near Lisbon and in Coimbra) and computing. The integration of new                  
research groups enables LIP to profit from the complementarity of their fields of expertise, making the laboratory                 
stronger and increasing its capacity to face new and more demanding challenges. 

Concerning the number of permanent positions for PhD researchers, we expected to increase it from the present                 
11 to 23 (2025) and 36 (2030). After 2023 a small but increasing fraction will be supported directly by LIP’s own                     
resources. In the same period LIP’s technical and administrative staff has to be reinforced and given its due value,                   
minimizing the risk of losing key staff members. This effort is visible in the numbers in Table E.I.1 but also in the                      
proposed use for 20% of the additional funding (see section E.II.3 below). 

Finally, we will work to increase smoothly the number of PhD students at LIP from the present 33 to 50 (2025)                     
and 56 (2030), reinforcing the activities of complementary formation and monitoring that exist since ten years in                 
the framework of the IDPASC international PhD network coordinated by LIP. 
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Funding Sources  2015 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL 
21-25 2030 

FCT 4 091 3 879 4 103 4 279 4 714 5 035 5 065 23 196 6 104 

FCT Direct funding 1 940 1 682 1 816 1 912 2 106 2 338 2 428 10 599 2 976 

Funding for research units 1 696 1 482 537 537 537 670 670 2 951 730 

LA additional funding (this call) 0 0 1 079 1 175 1 369 1 468 1 558 6 648 2 046 

Human Resources (HR) 0 0 899 979 1 141 1 223 1 298 5 540 1 705 

Other expenses (20% HR) 0 0 180 196 228 245 260 1 108 341 

LIP membership fee 244 200 200 200 200 200 200 1 000 200 

FCT Research projects 860 980 1 000 1 050 1 100 1 150 1 200 5 500 1 500 

Contracts of PhD researchers 647 920 976 934 1 053 1 022 840 4 825 959 

FCT PhD studentships 589 272 286 358 429 501 573 2 147 644 

Other funding 55 25 25 25 25 25 25 125 25 

Portugal H2020 0 189 200 150 21 200 400 971 600 

Higher Education Institutions 1 042 1 159 1 125 1 234 1 327 1 365 1 442 6 493 1 755 

Other national sources 391 403 630 650 715 785 985 3 765 1 258 

International sources 746 720 1 082 1 200 1 420 1 660 1 900 7 262 3 050 

European Commission  547 594 932 1 000 1 100 1 200 1 300 5 532 2 000 

ESA 122 81 100 120 200 300 400 1 120 600 

Other funding sources  77 45 50 80 120 160 200 610 450 

TOTAL 6 270 6 350 7 140 7 513 8 197 9 045 9 792 41 687 12 767 

Table E.II.1: LIP funding plan 2021-2030. The 2015 and 2020 columns are shown for comparison.  (units: thousands of Euros). 
 
 

Funding Sources 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL 

Additional funding requested to FCT (this call) 1 079 1 175 1 369 1 468 1 558 6 648 

Human Resources (HR) 899 979 1 141 1 223 1 298 5 540 

Other expenses (20% HR) 180 196 228 245 260 1 108 

Other FCT funding 3 024 3 104 3 344 3 568 3 508 16 548 

Funding from EU and Other International (I&D Activities) 1 082 1 200 1 420 1 660 1 900 7 262 

Other Funding 1 955 2 034 2 063 2 350 2 827 11 229 

TOTAL 7 140 7 513 8 197 9 045 9 792 41 687 

Table E.II.2: LIP funding plan 2021-2025 - FCT expected funding organized according to Component 1 (C1). (units: thousands of Euros). 
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Positions 2015 30/09 
2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2030 

PhD (Integrated members) 76 88 89 92 99 105 109 134 

Permanent Researchers 11 11 15 17 19 21 23 36 

Coordinator 0 1 1 1 2 2 3 5 

 Principal 0 0 1 3 4 6 7 14 

 Assistant 11 10 13 13 13 13 13 17 

Fixed-term Researchers 33 38 35 35 38 42 41 46 

FCT Researcher Contracts 11 8 8 8 10 12 14 16 

Coordinator 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Principal 8 2 2 5 6 7 8 9 

Assistant 2 6 6 3 4 5 6 7 

FCT (DL 57/2016 - Norma Transitória)  0 12 12 12 12 8 0 0 

Junior (Level 33) 0 12 12 12 12 8 0 0 

LIP Projects 0 15 12 11 11 16 20 22 

Junior (Level 33) 0 9 6 3 3 4 6 6 

Principal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Assistant 0 6 6 8 8 12 14 16 

Post-doctoral Fellowships 22 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Single level  22 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Researchers (academic pos.) 26 31 31 32 34 34 35 40 

Full Professor 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 6 

Associate Professor 7 6 6 6 7 9 10 14 

Assistant Professor 15 21 21 22 23 21 20 20 

Retired  6 8 8 8 8 8 10 12 

Technical Staff 23 31 31 35 37 39 39 45 

Computing and ICT group 7 10 10 11 12 12 12 13 

e-CRLab + LOMAC 5 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 

Technical Support to Projects 4 7 7 7 8 8 8 9 

Workshop+DL 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 12 
ECO Support 0 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 

Administrative Staff 7 8 9 10 11 12 12 14 

User Support and Project Office 3 4 5 5 6 6 6 7 

Accounting and Fin. Manag. 4 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 

Students 73 66 73 78 89 96 105 116 

PhD Students 42 32 35 38 43 46 50 56 

MSc Students 31 34 38 40 46 50 55 60 

Collaborators (non integrated members) 21 24 28 31 36 41 49 61 

Total 200 217 230 246 272 293 314 370 
Table E.II.3: LIP Human Resources 2015-2030. 
 

E.II.2. Complementary information on the Funding (2021-2025) for the permanent researcher           
positions 

The hiring plan for PhD researchers and in particular the justification for the open-ended positions were                
discussed in detail in section AII and their integration in the LIP thematic areas in the section B.II. 

In summary, the proposal is to have, in the period 2021-2025, 12 new permanent positions, for the best profiles                   
compatible with the respective thematic lines: 
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➤ 4 positions for Thematic Line 1: Particle and Astroparticle Physics 

➤ 4 positions for Thematic Line 2: Instrumentation, Healthcare and Space  

➤ 3 positions for Thematic Line 3: Computing and Information Technologies  

➤ 1 position for Thematic Line 4: Science and society 

The plan foresees opening 4 positions in 2021 and 2 in each of the subsequent years. Among these positions 3                    
(25%) will be supported by LIP’s own resources. In the period 2026-2030 another 13 new open-ended positions are                  
foreseen, 6 of which (46%) to be supported by LIP’s own resources. 

 
E.II.3 Budget rationale for the 20% ‘Other Expenses’ in the Additional Funding (2021-2025)  

The 20% of additional funding foreseen, amounting to 1108 k€, will be employed to: 

➤ Upgrade the information and communication technologies infrastructure (500 k€) 

➤ Value and reinforce the administrative services (185 k€) 

➤ Value and reinforce the technical services (285 k€) 

➤ Reinforce the Education, Communication and Outreach (ECO) activities (138 k€) 

The rationale is the following: 

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) equipment upgrade (500 k€) 
Experimental Particle Physics is a data and compute intensive domain and thus LIP research activities rely                

heavily on ICT. LIP operates an ICT infrastructure with two private nodes in Lisbon and Coimbra interconnected                 
by a wide area high speed network to the main shared data centre in Lisbon, also operated by LIP under the INCD                      
branding. LIP’s ICT infrastructure, last upgraded in 2009 to support the participation in the LHC experiments, is                 
now largely obsolete, and we therefore aim at upgrading the following components: 

➤ Virtualisation platform a set of servers that act as hypervisors to support long running services such as                 
ICT services, databases, interactive login nodes, license nodes, specific configurations for research            
activities, web services etc. Support for hardware virtual machines and containers. 

➤ Data processing servers for data processing and analysis, aimed at reinforcing the compute capacity              
provided by INCD which is insufficient to address the LHC luminosity increase. 

➤ Online data storage also to support LHC data processing, in view of the luminosity increase. 

➤ Tape storage upgrade of the old tape library used for data protection and long-term storage. 

➤ Network equipment for the replacement of the no-longer supported switching hardware and data centre              
connectivity improvement, both LAN and WAN.  

➤ Maintenance contracts for critical equipment. 

The foreseen investment, schedule per item, is shown in the table E.II.4. The investment will be made in the first                    
years, as specified in the table, if FCT supports this timeline. The amortization will follow the legal rules.  
 

Equipment Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total 

Virtualisation platform 35,350.00 € 38,650.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 74,000.00 € 

Data processing servers 93,680.00 € 45,180.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 138,860.00 € 

Online data storage 66,362.50 € 39,817.50 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 106,180.00 € 

Tape storage 0.00 € 51,770.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 51,770.00 € 

Network equipment 77,310.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 77,310.00 € 

Maintenance contracts 0.00 € 12,047.50 € 12,047.50 € 12,047.50 € 15,737.50 € 51,880.00 € 

Total 272,702.50 € 187,465.00 € 12,047.50 € 12,047.50 € 15,737.50 € 500,000.00 € 

Table E.II.4: Foreseen investment schedule in ICT equipment upgrade for the next 5 years. 
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Value and reinforce the administrative services (185 k€) 
➤ Reinforce LIP’s Project Office, discussed in section D.III, in order to improve the support to the                

preparation of proposals, in particular for EU calls. 

➤ Contribute to the career progression of staff members, who developed a high degree of knowledge and                
efficiency in the support to project execution and, due to the global freezing of career in the last decade,                   
had not benefited from the well-deserved salary progressions.  

➤ Acquisition of personal computers to increase telework efficiency (a small amount, 5 k€). 

Value and reinforce the technical services (285 k€) 
➤ Contribute to the well-deserved career progressions of key staff members, most of them in competitive               

areas, in this way minimizing the risk of losing their non-standard expertise, often the result of many years. 

➤ Acquisition of personal computers to increase telework efficiency (a small amount, 5 k€). 

Reinforce the ECO activities (138 k€) 
➤ Further equip LIP-EduLab, a laboratory at LIP dedicated to hosting and giving support to high-school               

student and teacher projects (10 k€). 

➤ Fund short internships at LIP for high-school teachers and students; partially cover the travel costs for                
teachers from Portuguese speaking countries within cooperation agreements (60 k€).  

➤ Support advanced training activities organized by LIP, in particular for graduate students (48 k€). 

➤ Cover a fraction of the human resources (technician) dedicated to ECO activities (20 k€). 
 
E.II.4 Funding from Higher Education Institutions 

LIP closely cooperates with several higher education institutions and in particular with its associates: the               
Universities of Coimbra, Lisbon, and Minho, Instituto Superior Técnico and the Faculty of Sciences of the                
University of Lisbon. LIP researchers are permanent or invited professors in these institutions, and also in the                 
Engineering School of the Polytechnic Institute of Coimbra (ISEC) and University of Beira Interior (UBI). In the                 
last 5 years, 5 LIP researchers have been awarded permanent positions as professors at universities. New positions                 
are expected to open in the next years, but unfortunately not in the number that would be needed to correspond to                     
the growing interest of students in Physics and Engineering Physics degrees, as discussed in section BIII.5. Taking                 
into account the age profiles of LIP’s academic staff and the expectation of at least 5 new positions up to 2025 and                      
other 8 new positions up to 2030, the fraction of LIP researchers with academic positions should decrease slightly,                  
from the present 35% to about 33% (2025) and 30% (2030). 
 
E.II.5 International funding  

Expected international funding and its sources was summarized in Table E.II.1, whereas the strategy to achieve                
this was discussed in sections D.II and D.III. For 2021 LIP has already secured about 1 M€, an increase of 50%                     
with respect to 2020. A large fraction of this increase is due to an ERC grant starting in the last quarter of 2020.                       
The expectations for 2025 and 2030 are that the total international funding will be about 1.9 M€ (1.2 M€ from the                     
EU) and 3 M€ (2 M€ from the EU), respectively. As discussed in section D.II, this is an ambitious but achievable                     
goal that implies a large and coordinated effort. 
 
E.II.6 Funding diversity 

The funding component coming directly from FCT currently corresponds to 61% of LIP’s budget. In the future                 
we expect to increase the international financing component in a continuous and sustainable way, in order to                 
achieve an effective reduction of the fraction of funding from FCT to 50% by 2025-2030, as explained in section                   
E.II.1. It is worth underlining that only from 2023 onwards will the direct FCT funding become larger than the                   
corresponding funding in 2015 (Table E.I.1). As for the different foreign sources, while the EU is the most                  
significant one, we intend to strengthen any other potential source. This concerns in particular ESA, and includes                 
both direct contracts (ca. 4-fold and 6-fold increase expected by 2025 and 2030, respectively) and collaborations                
with companies directly involved in the preparation of space missions. Although not easy to estimate (a single                 
contract may change the overall picture), it is reasonable to expect a progressively stronger fraction of the                 
laboratory funding to come from contracts with private companies, both national and international. Consequently,              
and conservatively, our projections include an increase by a factor of 3 (2025) and later by a factor of 6 (2030). 
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